TO MARKET SO THEY MIGHT WALK-Members of the March of Dimes committee are shown
loading the tobacco which Rowan County farmers gave to the polio drive. It was sold at Maysville market for $831.13. Shown here are W. T, Qar~Y,-Delbert Caudill, Mrs. Pruda Garey, John
D.- Alexander and Alpha Hutchinsoii: r'""
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An extension age11t spenAia lot of time in the field w,ith~ ) ield owned by Willie Caudil
farmers. Here Razor examines strawberry plants. t>,,
.
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In the 1950s an attempt was made to start several sheep flocks in Rowan
County. Razor (far right> and others examined one of 65. sheep brought by
Morehead State College. The sheep were split into two groul)s and put on two
farms as demonstration flocks.
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Sinclair (beside him) talk to a group of
youngsters
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Preparing Sorghum/or Syrupping
Off, 1940
Sorghum is not native to the United
States. Indeed, when brought over in
the antebellum period, it was more
popular in the midwest than in the
mountains. The cane could be used as
fodder while the juice could be turned
into syrup, an alternative sweetener to
honey. In recent years, Morgan
County has held annual Sorghum
Festivals. Photo by Marion Post Wolcott in Wolfe or Breathitt County.
Courtesy of Library of Congress, FSA
Collection
Syrupping Off, 1940
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When the season was right, an expert
in the art of boiling down the cane sap
was brought in. For his labors he
would receive a share of the syrup in
payment. FSA photo by Marion Post
Wolcott. Courtesy of Kentucky
DetJartment of Libraries and Archives

You've heard about the little bee
His sex is very hard to see
You cannot tell a he from she
But she can tell an::i so can he.
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Razor took this picture himself in 1956 when the state was making a big effort
to erradicate burcellos.is Kentucky. Rowan County became the first county
in the state to be certified free ofthe disease.
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Pictured above is the Rowlln County Chapter of Future Farmers
of America which won the district field day meet at PaintsviJJe.
Front row, from left: Eugene Anderson, Earl Sparks, Chenault
James, Clinton Adkins, Harold Coldiron, Ralph Butler, James
Crawford, Glenn Hook, Gale McGuire. Second row: Berkley Cox,
Vernon Cooper, Walter Toler, Junior Carter, John Hamm, Robert.
Gray, Adrian Coldiron, enroll Johnson, Roy Stewart, Bill . Amburgey, Wayne Cox, Jack Law, Lester Evans, Charles Caudill,
Bobby Stamper, Harold Dean, Harold CaudiJJ, Harold Stone,
Henry Hargis, Billy Coldiron and Charles Hughes, vocational ~ricultural instructor.
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FARM BUREAlJ LEADJR~ ;~e str_o_n_g_e-st_f_ar-m--o-rg_a_n_i_z...
at...i...
~nin Rowan CouQt~)he Farm Bureau numbering as members
practically every rural land owner. From left, front row: Dave
C. Caudill, Treasurer and Past President; E. B. Sluss, Director;
Leland Hall, Director and Past President. Back row: James L.
Kidd,' Secretary; Adrian· Razor,. C,ounfn
~\l\i0tt , . ean,
Pres1dtfiit9 Uf. j a.;i-.
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Aerial View of The Burl and Roxie Crosthwaite Farm
Photo taken in the 1940's, this farm is located on U.S. 60 West, 1/4 mile after Brady Curve just past the Rockwell Antiques.
The garden area right of the driveway became the site of the Pure Oil Station, built by Mr. Crosthwaite in the 1954, and later became the Union 76
Station. Photo submitted by Jeri Taylor.
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In the 1950s an attempt was made to start several sheep flocks in Rowan
County. Razor (far right) and others examined one of 65 sheep brought by.
Morehead State College. The sheep were split into two groups and put on two
farms as demonstration flocks.
•

.

Adrian Razor (far right) and Evelyn Sinclair (beside him) talk to a group of
yoengstcrs during the 1950s.
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EXTENSION SERVICE:
Tho Coop0r .".1.ti vo Extcnsicn Sorvic u in tho Eclucl".ticn'.:'.l Br:'.nch cf tho Uni t o:l
Str.i.tos Dop:'.'..rtment of /-c;riculturo workinr; in CCCl}Orc..tirn vn. th the Uni V(;rsi t~r
of Kontuck':1 .:-.nd Row.?.n County. Tho Sc rvico :;,rovidos l :)ctl people with '.'.n
opportunit~- f or cff-c:'..mpus contr:.ct with the ColLJ[~O e;f l. . griculturc ,:md
HomG Econ omics rn:. : vi th tho Expurimont St.:'.tion of thu Uni vcrsi ty c,f :(ontuck;r,
Tho ~,urpc,sc of th0 Extensicn Se;rvico is. t ,) hol:::, c r oupa ,:m e! in'."livi· .ut:ls
use scientific ,".TI •:: !)r'.'.ctict,l lmcwlor:~,:;e in fnrm, heme ,: ncl ccmmuni ty si tuc.tions
which will on '.'.:..:,lo th0m t o improve their inc cmos, their hemes., their f c..mily
nncl community livin(; , Tho Extonsicn ::r oi :rnm is on e cf informc:.l o:"lucc:.ti'.'.:in
'unsorl l r.r coly r,n Voluntocr loade rs.hip nn(~ c,n hel;:)inc ;Joepl c t o help -\.hvmsolvos.. Fro0 bulletins aro nvtil.£:.blo ,,n most subj ects r ol2.tod t c f ~rm,
homo, frunily , 4-H., ::'..n~~ r!ovolopmont.
Since Jul;?, 1966, Rcwt.n Ccunty is c,no of ton counties.. in the Lickinc;
River Be.sin oxtonsicm :.:ran, staffed with twenty-six c;c;onts (throe, in Rcwr.n)
rmcl m ~roc.:. :.'~irc ctor, Eo..ch ~bent has har.l S'!JCCi.:~liz(;:~ training in c..
pe:rticulc:.r '. _') he.so cf' ;.,;riculturo, Homo Econcmics, 4-H or Dovclcpmont. Ho
(sho) hc'.s; tho r cspvnsi~ility in this spocio.l ficlc f or.tho ontiro ~rc~a
ns woll i:'.S ov or:aJ.l r cs::K,nsi':)ilit_y f er tho Extonsi~;n Procrc:.m in ol".so c ounty.
Tho agents o.ro st··.ff mombors of thu Univorsi ty of Kentucky ,::.net ::.re omplcyocl
unde r Civil Sorvic o b;t tho Uni to rJ Sto.tcs Dop ~:.rtmont of .~Griculturo.
The Count:}-~ Extcmsi on Council is. the c;vorc.11 c ovoning 0c,dy c.f tho
c ounty procrc:m. It is ccmpcsod cf ro':)r .:isent:-;ti vos of tho Homomci-c0rs 1
Advisory Council, th0 4-R Ci,uncil, c.n rJ ether intGrostocl citiZ:Cna. 1'he
Homomcirnrs I Ccuncil cc.nsists cf tho cffic ors of tha ccunty ar:;c..nizr.'.tion, tho
prosidonts of tho l cc.:-.1 Homom::'..kors I Clubs enc~ chc.irmen of the, county subj e ct
matter ccmmi ttcos . Tho 4-H Council is c c,m? cs cd is ccm'Josorl of intor cat cd
pnronts, t 02.ch0rs C;nr.l l oarlo rs.
1

Ft!cilitios new us . ./ : ,:-:.re tho Hcwr.n Ccunty public scho:: l pl.'.:Y£.:r ound f or
summer plP.y lJr C;]['JUS rm::.l '3rccks Fiol cl f or y cny loa;;uo ·).,::. sob.'.'.ll. .:mc1 s oftball.
Tho Cloc'.rfiol cl .: .ro ·-'. Devolopment i,,ssoci.:.ti· n w::-.s stci.rtod in 1966. Its
purpos e t c. is t c ::ircvi =.e rocroo.ti cnnl pr:;r; rnrns an ,-J. f ncili ties. f or tho
Clo,' lrfielcl 1-.:rc E:..
Tho Ccunt e.ssist od in lr.-nd imprcivemont 1)y lonc'.inc oquipmont f or clec.rinc; .
Tho Fiscru. Court is in tho process of c"Jo tnininr~ r. su!)stnnti1;.l p2.rk mid
r ocrc<'.tion c.r c in the Co.vo Hun Aron for use by tho County in ;,rcvic!inc ~
much neodoc~ pc.rk j_')ro L;rl2111.
Tho Fc,::cr c.l :,~•vornmont cwns. r.n°':. oper c".tes, throuc h tho Forestry Di vis i cn,
two .'.'. r oc.s v:ri thin How<".Il Cc,unty, boinc I)nrts of Daiiol 3ocne :.Iationnl Fc,r os t.
Tricncl o Tcwor h.:-.s r.: ;,icnic ,".ro e'.". t o a cc cmcdc.te lnrco [;r oups.; with t['_ bl es :::n.::1.
firuplc.ces.. Rc·:~·~urn Pc.rk h[:s crunpinc o.r0ns open t ;". tho :;-:,u' Jlic - sm!".ll picnic
nr oc.s with firo:,l:::.cc:s c.n-:1 .:.1· lcrco shGlt&r with t n~il os ~n:1 firoplc.cos fur
le.rec gr oup picnics. Thero i5, no County support in vol vo cl in these l'.!'O.<'.S,
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·strawberry Promotion Campaign Surpasses Goal
Merchants Take To Stump, Carrying
Program To Farmer; Committee Is
Elate~ At Community Cooperation
Rowan County's Strawberry
Promotion Committee started out
to sell 100 fa rmers on the advisability of planting an acre of
this crop, which agricultural
lea ders m a intain can e xce~d tobacco as the county's number
one rural income.
. At the conclusion of the 14
community meetings 129 acres
had been signed up · and County
Agent Adrian Razor said today :
"If we can secure the plants • I
am confident over 200 acres of
new berries will be planted in
Rowan County come March."
Morehead merchants originally
agreed to give growers 100 coupon
books, worth $55 each, or a total
of $5,500. After the promotion
plan exceeded even their expectations they raised the number
of coupon books to 125.
The books will be awarded in
March after the berries are planted.
Razor said he was ela ted. "I
believe this is the greatest community program and drew the
finest r esponse of any that I
know of."
"With any kind of a break at
all," R azor continued, "Rowan
will become a major strawber ry
producing area. I am confident
of the profits that our farmers
can derive from this crop, and

the acre age put out in Ma rch
should snow-ball each year."
Razor said that orders had been
placed for plants for all who
h a d signed up. He pointed out
there is a possibility of securing
more plants if fa rmers order
now.
The plants come from Tennessee. It requires 4,000 plants, costing about $50, for an acre.
Morehea d merchants w ent all
out for the promotion and bankers, department store owners,
garage dealers, food merchants
and others took the program
right to the farmers back door.
· Full ·school houses were prevalent at many of the meetings
as the strawberry promotion
drive attracted county-wide interest.
·
Speakers pointed out th at
strawberries may soon be placed
on quota and it is important to
get Rowan's plants in the ground
before government regula~ion ;
prospects for burley are not too
bright with possibility of reduced quotas next year and a nation-wide campaign that cigarette
smoking is causing cancer; and
a farmer can realize more money,
with less work, from an acre of
strawberries than he can from
an acre of tobacco.
Rowan County is · also well

News To Print
Names OJ Growers

"

The Ro w an County News
f r ints here the list of the 129
·ph o signed up for an acre cf ,
Rowan County's Strawberry
P romotion program. Names of
any others who order p1ants
w ill be printe d as supplied by
the County Agent.
The Editor's P en, in the n ext
issue, will point out the success
of this promotion, and is typical
of what can be done through
•c ommunity cooperation. Other
ar ticles on the .strawberry plan
a •·e in this edition, along with
a letter from banker Hobart
Li].cy (Letters to the Editor
c9lumn) setting out why he
s upported and worked on the
program.
The Strawberry Promotion
received all-out support of this
n ewspaper as "the finest thing
that has b een done locally in
th Publisher's memory."

Adrian Razor
finest thing I have
ever witnessed"

located for the Cincinnati market
and the m a rketing problem is
dispensed with through the Licking Valley Coop. · Berries from I '\.:--+-- - - - - - - - - - - ~ 1
this are a topped all others in' · '---- - --price last y ear at Cincinnati.
The merchants p r o m o t i o n
doesn 't end with procurement of
the · 1arge a creage. E a ch business
place will be. g iven the name of
t w o or thr ee growers and the
mercha nt w ill confer and work
with the farm ers he sponsors until the first crop is harvested.
This means tha t every acre is an
experimental or test plot.
Coupon books will be award-

I

129 Far1ners Sigi1 Up For One Acre;
Razor Sees Rowan As A Major
Production Area For This Crop
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Bare-toot boys and g'irb with
All t hree _U·oops o f · M orch€'n d i fo re t h e hike boni e .an Inn.= s t i tun.>
their buckets and shoulder st r a p s, Girl S <.·. o uts me t . in . fro nt of the I C ~remony was h c _l d for - n ~w
"c heek s or tan' ' with juice stained Christ i;:tn Church .:it t!i!{ht .o·clock Bro wnies, Jl?nn Fa ir. ;111d Ly d~
lips and fingers , lell us lou d e r- than Sqtu 1·?a_y _ morning and hiked L\1 ~o~ nnd Caroly-:, Sue K.:i s h, :.i nd·
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McBRA YER EXPLAINING GOOD CORN YIEILD

Pruning Of
Shade Trees
Is Explained

Farmers Club to A-Zeet

The Rovv2n County Farmer;;
Club will hoid a din ner meeting
F riday, Feb. 20 at Brec~:inridg,:.aaditorium as announced by E. :
B. Sluss, president, for cl ub
members and their guest. A ll
, members are encoura.ged to attend and bring their wives or
g uest with them . The program ,
will consist of installing of of-· '
fice ~s and the discussion of pocil try m an agement by C. E . H arris,
p odtry specialist from UK.

By Adr(li n M. Razor

Following are six suggestions
for poultry raisers by J. E.
Humphrey, Field Agent in poul-

try:
1. Did you know that we are
going to be short this next year
on beef cattle, hogs, sheep and
turkeys? In fact, the supply of
all competitive meat will be under last year. So what, well,
here's what I'd do-fill my
brooder house comfortably full
right away. Yes, in spite of low
egg prices and high feed prices.
This picture should change as
the year grows older; especially
if we have a good crop. This on_e

to buy.

The Rowan Coun ty F arm Bul'eau held its regular meeting at
the Court House S aturday, Feb .
7 with president, D. C. Caudill,
p , esiding. Ten di r ectors were
present. Plans are being made to
h old the annual elections of of ficers at the March meeting and
al] mernbers in the co'..1:ity 2r1:=
requested to be present on
March 6.

Dead Branches Should

Poultry Points for February

Ito the rising cost of .hings he has
Farm Bure au Meets

Be Removed Eady
.With Sharp Saw
S ome of us are inclined to
prune our shade trees down to
where there is nothing left but
the trunk and a few large stub
branches. Trees trimmed in this
way never outgrow the injury
and often die as a result.
Dead branches of t r ees and
Ji mbs only which is necessary to
remove should be taken out · in
February by a sharp saw. An ax
should never be used for this
purpose and all wounds that are
one inch in diameter should be
painted with house paint or
shellac.
Farmers Should Keep Records
Edd Daniels says that farming
h as become such a complicated
business t hat a farmer should
keep an accurate set of records
on his farming enterprises. Not
only does income tax require
records b ut a farmer needs fi gures on his business to know
w here he has made money and
where he is losing money.
Since farm expenses are rising, it is more important than
ever this year that farmers start
between now and March 1 to
lteep records. Copies of the Kentucky Farm Account Book published by the Kentucky Agric ulture Department may be obtained at the County Agents' office. This book provides for project inventories and complete
records throughout the year.
This is easy to keep and reqiures
less time.
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Too 11-fuch Fertilizer May

Damage Plant Beds
Too much fertilizer may dam age tobacco plant beds, says C.
E. B ortner of the Agricultural :
Experiment Station at Lexing- 1·
ton . A sack, or 100 po;,inds cf
mixed fertilizer '.lsed on 100 feet ,
of bed 9 to 12 feet wide may re- ·
duce germination of seed as
much as 50 . per cent, he says,
and in dry years may cause I
complete failure.
He advises applyir_1g n ot more
than 40 poun ds of mixed ferti lizer, such as 4-8-4 or 6-8-6, for
each 100 feet of steamed bed 12
feet wide. In dry years, unless
the bed is properly watered, this
amount m ay lower germinatio·1.:·,
In dry weather, plant b ed .
should be watered not less than .
once a week. On heavily bur ned
beds, Mr. Bort ner suggests the
use of a low potash f ertilizer,
such as 4-12-0 or 4-16-0.
The use of manures or such or- ,
ganic material as cotton seed /
meal on t h e plant bed at the 1
time of seeding or thereafter is \
to be avoided. Poultry, sheer
and horse manure have b een
found to injure stand and growth
of tobacco p lants at concentration of 64.143 and 322 pounds
respectively p er 1,000 square feet
of plant bed. Th~ u se of these
manures also may bring weed
seeds into the plant b ed .
f
During the growing weath er,
1
if the plants are growing slowly
and are yellow, the bed should
he treated with nitrate. Dissolve
10 pounds of nitrate of soda in a
50-gallon barrel of water. R emove the cotton and sprinkle the,
nitrate solution evenly over the
bed, with a sprinkling can, at
thG- rate of 5 gallons to 18 run- \
rung feet of bed 12 feet wide or .
24 . running feet -where the . width
is 9 feet. Follow at once with an
equal amount of clear water to
rinse the solution off the leaves
and prevent burning.

I

Shown ..;tbove is Harve McBrayer talking about the methods he
used to obtain high yield in the Corn Deirby .w ith Ernest Nesius,
Farm Management specialist of the Universit y of Kentucky. Mr.
McBra.yer placed fourth in the yield in the state am! first i.n the
state Contour Cultivation contest.
thing you can count on, egg excellent litter. S havin gs, crush'prices will definitely be higher ed corn cobs, shredded fodder
during the last six months of the and peat moss are also good litt ers to use. R egard less -of what
year than they are now.
2. Have you ordered your is used, just two or three inches
chicks? Since it takes in the on the floor at first, then when
neighborhood of six months to this becomes soiled, stir it and
bring. pullets into production, add more. Keep doing this until
chicks should be put in the the litter is 10 to 12 inches deep.
brooder house soon, if you want Never change unless some conto cash in on the good prices tagious disease breaks out in the
brood.
later in the year.
3. How many chicks to buy.
6. Feed a good commercial
Buy three chicks for each pullet starter. Be sure to supply at
you want to put in the laying least one inch of feeder space
house this fall. Buy good chicks for each chick during the first 3
from your local hatchery, don't or 4 weeks and two inches therestand back on price. Usually the after. Clean fresh water is also
cheap shipped-in chicks are the very necessary.
most expensive in the end. Buy County Agent' s Meeting
from a hatchery man who has fieLd at Morehead
given you good chicks in the
Fourteen County A gents conpast.
vened at the Science Build-ing of
4. Is your brooder liouse . Morehead College on Tuesday,
ready? If used previously, be Feb. 3, to hear ' discussions by
sure to practice the 4 S's, sweep, Perry Summers and Lyle Leonscrape, scrub and spray. Scrub ard, Farm Management Specialwith hot lye water to which one- ists from UK on the agriculture
ounce of lye is added to each situation and outlook for the
gallon. After this is done, dry ·coming year. All indications are
out well and put litter on the from the discussion that farm
floor.
prices will still continue to hold
5. Kind of litter to use. There the high levels although the net
are many good litters. Alfalfa profit of the farmers next year
leaves or Korean leaves make may be somewhat reduced due

- - ---- -. - --
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Farmers Meeting To Be
Held At Cranston

.•

President Carl Bumgardner
announced that the Cranston
Community F arm Bureau is
sponsoring a meeting at the
schoolhouse at Cranston F eb. 24
. at w hich there will b e a d iscussion of the proposed dairy route
1
in the county. All farmers in
that community and surrounding
communities are urged to attend
since our success in obtaining
the route depends on the interest
shown. C. D. Liechter, F ield
A gent for the Carnation Milk
Company will be present to explain their p rogram . The meet ing will start promptly at 7 : 00
p . m. and all farmers are urged
to b e present.
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Caldwell; Hershell Moore, Ted C. R. . Lewis, Johnnie Lewis,
1-- -- - - -- +t+-- - - -- - - -- - -- - Moore, Allie Johnson, Harry Jack Ellis, William Bailey, J. C.
Brown, Wm. Lewis, Olle Stacey, Stewart, First Church of God,
Grant Riley, Roy Plank, Wm. Nettie Mynhier, Loyd C. Hamm,
1----- - - -- 1-r- -- -- - -- - -- - - Drake, Robert E. Decker, Lemuel Harry . L. Waltz, Freelon Conn,
Black, Clyde Jones, Earnest Rid- Elmer Hamilton, W. A. Caudill,
W. J. Sullivan, Robert Bishop,
dle, Otis Dehart.
i Howard Alfrey, Felix Well- Earl Murray, Lowell Murray,
I man, Owen Skeens, Howard Emmett McClurg, Louis Fields,
- -- - ---IH+- - - - -- -- - - -- -1Bowles, George H . Ellington, Melvin . Gibson, Mitchell Brewer,
Harvey McBrayer, Orville Caud- Roy L . Dehart, Randy Wells,
ill, Orvil!~ Jennings, E 1 m e r G o l d m a n Forman, Woodford
- - -- - - ---i-tt-- - - - -- -- - -- ------1 Crisp, Chester Lewis, John Black, Allie Mannin.
Carl Brewer, Roy Templeman,
Evans, Howard Hall, Melvin Eldridge, Harlan Dillon, Melvin Bridges Johnson, J. C. Wells,
- - - - -- -i Baldridge, Talmage Lewis, W. John Curtis, Charlie May, Jack
B. MeKenzie, Reynold Ellington, Lewis, R a y Moore, Lindsay
Guy McKenzie, Bill Horsley.
Caudill, Orville White, Wm. C.
Willard Warren, Berlin Black, Ferguson, S am . Lewis, Mrs.
James Lambert, John Baldridge, Vernon Howard.
Haskell McKenzie, James CarpR azor said that · three other
enter, Edith McDonald, J. 0. producer s had signed up since
Quesinberry, Gar I an Gulley, the or ig inal 125. These three are :
Blanton, Lake Estep, Arthur, Lewis, Cecil Owsley and
I. Emmett
Mitchell Estep, Odell Estep, Bea Willie K elsey .
Barker, Luther Plank, Luke
In addition ten farmers join- - ----;,.J.JJ--.--- - =- :- --:----:::-:---:-:--= ~~1 Plank, Arthur Plank, Carl W. ed th e program for less than an
arless Harris, Virgil Eldridge, Stone, Clarence Easton, W. P. acre. They are : Joe Malbrain
John D. Caudill, Rev. Delmore Burchett, Frank, Moreland, Glen- Elm er Kinder, Clyde Litton',
_ _ __, Cooper, Lloyd Gregory, Everett don Terrell, Columbus Terrell, J esse E asterling, W. H. Dehart
Dewitt, Ivan Deboard, Leland Ova Arnett, Lawrence Arnett.
Firs t Ch urch, Kenneth Ellington:
Hall, J. L. Jefferson, Leslie
J. B. Deboard, Ted Moore, Pa ul Overstreet, Prichard John_ _ _ _ Littleton, Johnnie Thornsbury, D. Coleman, Simon Eldridge, son and D. S . Gregory.
1,
Ray Martin, Mrs. John More- Gordon Lewis, Herbert Bowman,
house, Hobart Brown, Kenneth Wilburn Hardin, W. P. Burchett,

- - - - Robinson, J. H. Reynolds, Ottis Elzie Johnson, Mae Ingram, A.

I

Role of volunteers in Extension programming:

The success of the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service relies on the active
participation of Kentuckians in developing and
carrying out programs.
The Kentucky
. Cooperative Extension Service Council System
involves local people and Extension staff to ensure
an effective Extension program. Through the
system of County Extension Councils, local people
work with Extension Agents to determine
individual and community needs, identify
appropriate available resources, and set and act
upon goals. The Council System helps develop
Extension educational programs that reflect the
ever changing situations in which Kentuckians live
and work and the diversity of citizens in our
counties.

VISION STATEMENT
The Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service is the
educational resource of all Kentuckians that serves as a
catalyst to build better communities and improve quality
of life.

MISSION STATEMENT

The Kentucky Cooperative Extension serves as a link
between the counties of the Commonwealth and the
state's land grant universities to help people improve their
lives through an educational process focusing on their
issues and needs.

Educational programs of the Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service serve
all people regardless of race, color, age, sex, religion, disability, or national
origin

m
lQJ

Disabilities a~com_modated
with prior not1!1callon.

~
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McBrayer Fll111ilj,,-CJf ROwari County, Master Farm Family Of
1950, A1,.e Te1~med A ·rJ. Inspii~gtion To All Rural America
Pr,0gres1ive F~rn1er 1\1:ag~zine Has

~rtJcle~, Ilh!strati~ns On Work,
·.Achieve1nents Of Mountain Fa mer
'
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Statistics On The
1v lodel 1Hoimtain Farm.
Here are the fi gures given
by The Progressive F armer, rn
its article this week, in which
Ha rve McBrayer of Ro wa n
County, was awarded the t itle
-of " 1950 Master Farmer."
Five children, 110 acre farm
owned ih mountain s ection o:
Rowan County, 1.5 acres tob acco, 1.5 acres cor n, 5.5 acres
alfalfa, 59 acres pastµre, 40
acres woodla nd, 20 dairy cattle.

• t .

f>-·- - - - - - - -

~y pr. /ohn H. B,:mdurant

_ _-

and. .Tohn McI~mney
~ssue, · Progressive Farmer)
"l had .$50 in my pocket when
J go~ " married 14 years ago. I
5hare-cropped for· four years and
!S:hied $500. Then I bought this
farm (110 acres) for $900. I
'paid $400 down on it. I paid the
-'oalance in . two · $250 payments
~ach year for two years. Just · a
'w·eek :-~ter I made my ,l ast payinent, ·my house and everything
iri it burned." ·
.. This was Harvey McBrayer, 36,
tal king. -We :stood on his Eastern
,E:ehtucky farm in Rowan County
_arid ' Hioked across a:t the moun:tainous . landscape. At least 4.0
:,a cres of this farm are in wood~
Jarid; and most of the r em aining
fahd is too steep to cultivate.
When the · McBrayers bought
their farm 10 years ago much of
::t.he open land was in -b ushes and
·briers. But through · briers and
then ashes · this family had the
-\viil to wiri.
Today th e secret of Mr. McBrayer's success on this relative1y small farm is his (1) correct
l and use and (2) s peci alized
·far ming. His crops and fences
follow the contour. Note how h e
iwe ps sod on most ·of the 70 acres
'ui open land ; 59 acres of improv\E, d pasture, 5;5 acres of alfalfa,
'l..5 acr.e s of toba cco; and 1.5 acres
,...,f corn,
- The corn, tobacco, · and alfalfa
are produced on the more level
:rid ge tops. Burley tobacco, producing 2,100 pounds per acre, is
produced on the same land each
y ear. following tobacco harvest
•he field is seed ed to rye and
vetch -'to be plowed und er in the
spring. · ·
·
(J u 17

Pasture Fertilit.y Increase d
The 59 acres of pasture futnish
grazing for 20 dairy cattle, a sow
a rid pigs, and two w ork stock .
There is talk of c hange from
dai r y to b eef pro duction . A total
:1f 9.5 .-tons of fertilizer and 13.5
tons of .agricultural li_meston e
was .used on the farm m 1950. ·
rouacco ' yields · are three times

Dr. R. A. Weir
-

Dentist -

Young Hardware Bldg.
PHONE 746

] what they were' ten years ago
.and corn yields are abo ut seven
times the former yields.
The McBrayers specialize in
another enterprise. This is a joint
project of the farm and homefood for home use. T! you h aven't
eaten your dinner. may".Je you
had better skip this part : From
l acre of garden come strawberries, t omatoes, rhubarb, carrots, peas, radishes, green beans,
parsnips, turnips, cabbage; sweetpeppers, pumpkins, beets, mustatd · greens, · wn i t e potatoes,
!sweet corn; onions, and sweet po- i
1t.atoes. Placed near· the home are 1
€ight apple trees and four peach J
trees.
·
Have Balanced Diet
In addition to fresh vegetables,
and fruits for home use, 698
quarts wen~ canned for home use.
Meat · for home use totals 1,600
pounds; this included eight
"hickory _ cured" hams. Other
home-used products of the farm
we re 1,860 gallons of milk and
312 pounds of .butter. Chickens
are bought in quanity and stored
in the home freezer. Yes, the
McBrayers and their five healthy
children have a well balanced
diet from the farm, supplement,ed with a few items from the
grocery s tore.
The McBrayers ar e inter ested
ju the welfare of their community and county. Here are some of
the things they have done:
They donated 1 acre of land to
.b uild a church . .. worked to sesure a new school building . . .
started a family library .. . helped build a community church .. .
made recreation .g r ounds fo r
·9ommunity at school ... and take
•the sick to the doctor for all the
community. Mrs. McBrayer is
president. ,o f the county home makers .
A small, poor, hill farm was n o
·obstacle to the McBrayers. They
had vision, plans, energy, teamwork and m ade excellent managem~nt decisions both for the
h o m e and farm.
Laying his ·hand o n the "cott on
hea d" of his four-year-Old John,
Ha rvey McBrayet reminded u s
as we were leaving his far m ,
" Future generations are w:1at
keeps one carrying on."
Democracy m ay be governed
by those who b elieve what any -

-=~-~~~~~~~;;;~;;;;,;;;;;~-~b~od~y~~te~l~ls~,t~h~em~-~:;;;::~-~-;;;;;:::
. _;;;;;:::
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Far111 Safety
Week Proclaimed
In l(entucky

HARVE . McBRAYER CUTTING TOBACCO-His tobacco tums out. 2,100 pounds to the acre.
and vetch are turned under for fertility.

,_____planted on same field year after year. Rye

ff is

·- -- - - - -

dren.
· When enterta ining I at h ome,
PROGRESSIVE FARMER TELLS STORY Of
Mrs. McBrayer offen serves cake
and ice cream or soft <drinks and
COMEBACK AFTER FAMILY BURNED OUT
sandw iches. Hot coffee is a fav orite beverage to serve with ,
· l
·
d
· f
f t
h.
k
Tl1' cake or sa nd wiches on cool days.
S pecia
mention an p raise or ·or s comes t is wee
as
e
As f
th·
'f h
lf
h
Mr. and.Mrs. Ha rve McBrayer and Progressive Farmer, printed at
or
is wi e erse ' s e
their family is n othing n ew for Birmingham, Ala ., used several. e nj oys church, is president of th e
· n I1as b een ca 11 e d m
· m a n y pages an d many i·11 us t r a t·ions m
· · '(f
homemakers club, likes t-o read
attentw
d
Kentucky and ou t- of-state pub- telling abo ut this family under .an~r i~er~!;; ae~~h~~fas~fcil
lications t o their progress and de - the h eading: "Mountain Farmer house plants. When Mrs . Mcvelopment of their mountain . . . Burned to the .g round, this. Brayer mentioned sewing, we
fa rm in southern Rowan County. family rose again. Here is inspir- knew that it meant more to her
L ast year their place was the a tion that will stren gthen your !than just the m aking of a family
site of a gathering to observe belief in America."
wardrobe. It's a hobby which s he
mountain farming sponsored by
By permission of The Progres- enjoys and -d oes well.
the K entu cky Bankers Associa- sive F armer, the Rowan County . Cakes are a favorite dess~rt for
:tion while they h ave been the News reprints the st ory of Mr. this far m family. Mr. McBrayer
winners of many farm awards. a nd Mrs. McB rayer. Photos here prefers c hocola te fudge cake , and
Climax t o the honors that have are among the m any the m a.ga- other family favor ites includ e
-c ome as the resu lt of their ef- zin e used with the article.
·fre sh coconut and angel fo od.
J
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terior of the house and made new
curtains. Now this busy _h ome: mciker h as a list of n ew, small
equipment on he r "to - ge t". li~t
which includ es an electric_ mixer,
1
0

~~~~ :1~t~~~ ~~~ c~~1J;:~~~· ~i~~~~
evening f un.

,

.

RITA FAYE IS TEASING-Yes, Rifa. Faye, one of the McB_
1':
children, ate the app le. The McBrayer fam ily g-rows fruit
home use.

on all eq,u ipmerut moved after
da rk.
FOR IMPROVE
Friday-Machinery: K eep m a KIDNEY
chinery in good repair-make I ,
FUNCTION
sure all guards and safety d e - 1 ·
Subnormal kidney
vices are in place . Stop mafunction was imchines before unclogging, o iling
proved, Bladder
or adjusting them. Keep children
pain 1111d ·discomaway from mac hin ery.
fort reduced in
most ob .s etved
S aturd ay-Review Day: Check
cases after drinkup on any farm and farm home
ing Mountain Val:haza rds that mi ght h ave b eer,
ley Water. ,
,overlooked. Find and eliminate
De1iciow - deliv,at least two additional unsafe
~ -right ·to· you,
p ractices.

The week of July 22-28 has
been proclaimed Farm Safety
Week in Kentuc ky by Lawrence
W. Wetherby, Governor. According 'to the Governor's proclama 1:ion, "It has b een found that the
death total from -farm work accidents is larger · than the death
total in any other m ajor industry."
Kentucky State Chairman for
Farm S afety Week, John Koon,
ispecial representative for the
Kentucky Farm Burea u ; h as isPhone 199
su ed the foliowing minimum
CURT'S
MOTOR SALES
safety practices for rural people
Morehead , Ky.
to adopt each d ay of the week.
INSURANCE AGENCY
Sunday-Safety is HumanitarPhone 249-:Fl
fan: Banish fatigue .and te ns ion
Insurance of All Types
of routine living. Plan to avoid
See us especially for your
ah over-crowded schedule.
car insurance.
Mo nday-Home Safety: l\,;:ake
1
walkways, stai·rs and steps safe.
-·
-- . - W/
.
;.__:111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111__1!
Avoid slippery floors and · inse cure rugs. Be a good housekeeper
-keep thi'n 0°s systemati·c.
~
,
- ·

Wolfford

=
=

- $22 5·
M-en·'s s
. ·um-m
.-. er suits

,.

Tuesday-Livestock: Speak to :
t .
.- .
animals when approaching them. Keep small children away from :=
animals. Check and repair live$1.s9,to $2._9 ,l
Short Sleeve Sport Shirt§
s tock equip me nt. Make sure _
bulls are properly rest ra ined before handling them-keep them $2.6!
Full Size Sheets •
in a safe bull pen.
Wedn esd ay-Fa lls: Wa t ch your
$4.9'8 and $7.9·f
Ladie§ Bemherg Dre§§E:il
step to prevent falls. Repair or -~
,dis•c ard broken, unsafe ladders. ::
Place gu ards a t hazard ou s places. ::
Thurs day - Hignw.ay Traffic:
Human progress is often im- Know and obey all traffic laws- I:::
peded by the anxiety of human 'follo w safe driv ing ·practices. Re- 1
'·Save on Railroa<l Sfr ~et "
beings to get credit for them - move t rees and shrubs .n ear farm 1 :: ·
. .
. .
0
el ves
!driveway en trance. P rov ide lights -:-11111 rn II lfl 1111111111111111 I II I! !I II Ill II I II Ill It! Ill JI 1111 Ill l!f 111111111 ii 111111111
·•_--·-· -- - - - - - -- - ~ - - - - - - , - -- - - - ~~ - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - - - - - - : -------:----,-
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BIG ST()RE
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f1arola Ellington's
soth E,irthda_y
()t's a surprise!)

Saturda_y, Jul_y ; , 200,
8:00p.m.

Lakeview Heights Communit_y R.oom
Circle Drive

Harold's real birthda~ is Janua~ 28, but a
celebration in the summer allows more of
our famil_y to be together.

Your pre£,cnce will be a wonderful gift.

If

_you'd like, please co me prepared to tell a
stor_y or share a memoi-_y.

We'll be

pla_ying some of Harold's favorite

music from The War Y cars. Wc•d love his
gµests who'd like to, to feel welcome to
sing a song from this or an_y era. Just bring
_your CD accompaniment or sheet music
for our piano accompanist.

ROW AN C OUNT Y,

KENTUCKY-FARM

1910-1966

~,\

1~~

MO RE H EAD

Fi e ld crop s (ma i nl y burl ey tobacco) a ccounted
over $1 , 000 , 000 f or the year 1966 . Lives tock made up
mos t of the r ema i ning a gr icultural income . In 1966
c r op outputs were c orn 84 , 000 bus he l s , and t obacc o
1 ,528 , 000 pounds, The Januar y 1, 1967 livestock inventory was catt l e and cal ves 5 , 100 and hogs and pigs
1 , 500 head. The a ver a ge number of milk c ows on fa rms
dur i ng 1965 wa s 1,300 head,

Rowan Count y is located in the Knobs be lt of Nort heastern Kentucky. Its irregular border line touches
seven neighboring counties. It was the 104 t h count y
to be established in the Commonwea l t h, and wa s named
in honor of Ju dge John Rowan an eminent J ur ist a nd
State sman who served from
Kentucky ,both as a Representative and a member of the Un i ted Sta tes Sena te.
The county has an area of 185,000 acres. Only 48
percent of th i s land area is in farms , The surface
is hi lly , with fertile so il be ing found .Ln the rather
narrow stream va l l eys. Isol ated knobs a nd rid ges
rise to a height of 1,000 to 1,100 fe e t a bove s ea
level. Croplands t otaling 9, 045 ac r es were ha r ves ted in 1964 , Pasture l ands accounted f or 25 , 831 acres .
Woodland total ed 44,839 acres .

Morehea d , the count y s eat, is t he home of Morehea d University . The Universi ty , organi zed as a c hur c h
school in 1887, was taken over by t he Sta t e in 1923.
Its name was cha nged to More head Sta te Normal Sc hool
and Teachers College. I n recent years i t s enrollment
has r is en at a r a pid r ate, fur nis hi ng educational
facilities f or s eve r a l Northea ster n and Mount ain
Counties ,

FARM LAND USES - 1965
U. S. Census of Agriculture

LIVES TOCK ON FARMS JANUARY l
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55

60

65

Yea.r

All Cattle :
and ..Calve s:
3,231
4,591
4,488
5,150
3,913

Milk
Cows
1,967
2,807
2,296
2,400
1,766

4,550
4,900
4,600
5,350
5,250
5,300
3,350
6,100
5,900
5,200
JQQ

2,150
2,250
2,100
1,800
1,600
1,450
1,400
1,400
1,300

u .. .&.\,., \,,., J:-'

HU~b

and
Lambs
134
87
127

and
Pigs
1,819
1,627
2,868
2,600
2,119

c------'--'------------------~-·

194o
1945
1950
1951
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
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CORN HARVES TED 1

s.

PRODUCTS SOLD IN 1965
As a Percent of Total Sales
1965 U. s. Census of Agriculture

1%

,

"

/

/---

. 1000

3,100
3 ,400
2,500
0
2,100
1929
34
1,900
1,400
1,500
1967
Thous.
~ 500
All Chi~ens
Year
Horses and or Mules
4 Months and Ol der
12
191
960
589
27,172
1920
1,157
1,265
39,976
1925
944
1,219
49,895
9
1930
754
940
32,141
1935
569
824
45,197
194o'
673
825
29,976
6
1945'
875
892
49,897
1950·
876
690
33,269
1955·
378
413
20, 203
3
1960• I
795 l
19,330
1
Livestock information for 1910 thru 1950, and 1955:
are · from the Agricultural Census. Inventorioo for.
0
the years 1950 and 1955 are as of e numerat ion date ·
1929 34
and not January 1. All subsequent dat a are esti- :
mates prepared by Kentuc ky Cr op and Li ve stock Re - :
porting Servi ce.
Agricultural CellBUS,
1964
Value of all farm products sold
::1 ,423,437
a. All crops
973,783
Field c r ops • •
912,451
Vegetab l es
1,342
Fruits a nd nut s
8,859
Forest and hort icult ural specialty product s
51,131
b. All l i vestock and products
447,003
Dairy produ ct s • • • • • • • • •
79,408
Poultry and product s • • • • • •
5,432
Livestock and livest ock pr oduct s
362 163

Vegetables
Fruit &
Nuts

\

I,,.,

/

.,...
.,... .,...

500

_.__

I

Bu.

60
45
30
15
0

39

44

49

54

59

64

69

194 9-1964
195 9
1954
194 9
1,1 98, 820
1, 110 , 66 5
1,078, 373
835,1 60
848, 82 6
778, 280
778,468
81 9, 85 6
721 , 776
4 , 4 95
4 ,380
2,04 7
. 13, 234
8, 125
6 ,617
38,963
16,465
47,840
363,660
261, 839
300,093
95,115
59,5 24
44 ,631
16 ,5 37
43 ,884
52,415
252 008
158 431
1 Corn for grai n p l ot ted i n 1919,
1959· 1966
U .S . Dept . of Agr i culture
Pos t a ge and Fees
Stat istical Reporting Service
Paid
434 Federal Buildin g
U .S • Dept • of Agri .
Louisville , Ky . 4o202

Forest
and
Horticultural
Specialty
Products

5%

')fq~
"'-..,,v

Acres Harvested
Acres
For
All
:Planted All :
Purposes
Grain
Year Purposes

:

\
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
194 7
1948
194 9
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
l95 9
1960
l 961
L96 2
1963
1964
1965
1966

Year
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
193 7
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947

11 ,900
12, 000
11,900
12,600
12,100
12, 100
11,300
11 , 700
8 , 000
8,500
8 , 900
9, 500
9,300
8 , 800
7 , 200
7, 300
7, 100
8 ,500
7,700
7 , 100
7 , 300
6,700
5,500
6,000
5, 800
6, 300
6,200
5,000
5,500
5 , 300
3 ,800
3 , 700
3 , 900
2,700
1,800
1,500

11 , 800
11, 900
11 , 800
12,400
11, 400
12,000
11, 200
11,000
7 ,900
8,500
8,800
9,200
9,200
8, 700
7,200
7,300
7 , 100
8,500
7, 700
6,900
7, 300
6 , 600
5 ,500
6 ,000
5, 800
6, 300
6,200
5, 000
5 , 500
5,300

f, f Ill
Y-e~-per Acr e
For
All
Grain
ses
Bushel s
Bushel s

vv.u,

6, 100
4 ,900
5 , 400
5, 200
3,500
3,400
3,400
2,400
1 ,600
1 200

27.9
20.l
25 . 9
16 . 4
16.8
14. 5
21. 9
20 .9
17. 6
20 . 0
25. 4
28 . 9
23 .5
22 .0
29 .0
31.0
35.0
40 .0
34.5
34.5
36. 5
28 .0
33 .5
30 .0
39.0
42.5
38 . 5
45 .0
45.5
36. 0

38 . 5
45 . 0
45 . 5
36 .0
40. 0
s o.o
59 .0
50 . 0
66 . 0
70 .0

tiVlb~JU~ti

Producti on
For
All
p
Grain
ses
Bushels
Bushels
329,000
239,000
306,000
203,000
192 ,000
174,000
245,000
230,000
13 9 ,000
170,000
224,000
266,000
216,000
191,000
209,000
226,000
234,000
340,000
266,000
238,000
26 6, 000
185,000
184,000
180,000
226 ,000
268, 000
239,000
225,000
250 ,000
191,000

Year
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Acres

1 947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

u.s.

235 ,000
220,000
246,000
187 , 000
140,000
170,000
201, 000
120 ,000
106,000
84 000

100
200
250
250
300
300
300
so
so
so
so
so
100

Yield

:Production
Bushels
Bushels

13.0
12.0
15 . 0
17.0
17.5
18.0
21.0
16.0
20.0
20 . 0
21.0
18.S
22 . 0

1,300
2,400
3,800
4,200
5,200
5,400
6 ,300
800
1,000
1,000
1,000
900
2,200

CENSUS DATA T0rAL POPULATI ON
1850 - 196o
Year
1850
2,282
186o
2,991
1870
188o
4,420
6, 129
1890
8 , 277
1900
9,438
1910
9, 467
1920
10,893
1930
12 , 734
1940
12, 708
1950
12,808
1960

WHEAT
IURLEY TOBACCO
Produc- :
: Produc-:
Acre s :Yield: tion
Acr es :Yi el d: tion
:Harvest- :Yield : Produc- :
:Harvest-:Yiel d : Produc000
Year :ed Acres:
t i on
Year: ed Acres:
t i on
000
Year :
:
:
Pounds
Bushels
Bushel s
Pounds
630

417

330
300
300
580
680
610
575
581
600
765
1,080
1,1 75
1,100

620
205
650
195
680
204
810
4 70
456
670
685
418
875
503
672
390
480
800
650
850
1,240 1,339
1 , 153 1,355
1 , 115 1,22 6

l Q5Q

1,115 1,171

1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
195 9
1960
1961
196 2
1963
1964
1965
1966

1,060
1 , 150
1,045
1,150
1 , 190
1,130
1,135
800
800
790
780
790
770
850
900
900
815
730
650

1 , 300
1,370
1,142
1, 582
1,435
1, 637
1, 686
1,525
1,394
1, 620
1,480
1,710
1, 670
1 ,7 50
2, 050
2, 290
2, 100
1 , 850
2 ,350

1 ,37 8
1, 576
1,1 93
1, 819
1, 708
1 , 850
1 ,914
1, 220
1,115
1 ,280
1,154
1,351
1, 286
1 , 488
1,845
2, 0 61
1 , 71 2
1 , 350
1 1 s 28

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1 934
1935
1 936
1937
1938
: 1 939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
194?

30
40
60
90
120
160
200
270
400
400
210
100
100
110
80
70

so

40
30

8. 3
12 . 2
21.3
6. 6
5.8
6.4
8.4
9.3
11. 5
13.1
10.0
12.0
15. 0
12.7
11. 2
12.S
14.0
10.0
16 . 0

250
490
1,28(
590
700
1,020
1, 690
2,500
4,600
5 , 230
2, 100
1,200
1,500
1,400
900
900
700
400
480

1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1964
1966

260
1 90
150
150
210
200
150
130
150
150
20
30
so
so

13.0
14.0
13.5
14.5
17.0
17.0
18.0
18.5
18.0
21.0
20.0
20.0
23 . 0
24 . 0

For this project State f'unds were matched with Federal funds received from the Agri cultural Marketing Service,
U.S .D .A., under provisions of the Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946 .

3 , 400
2, 700
2,000
2,200
3,600
3 ,400
2,700
2,400
2,700
3,200
400
600
1,200
1, 200

J•

Year
1900
1910
1920
1925
1930
1935
194D
1945
1950
1955
1960
1965
Year
1909
1919
1924
1929
1934
1939
1944
1949
1954
1959
1964

!;lumber
of
Farms
1,112
1, 179
1, 303
1, 309
1, 261
1, 424
1, 3L15
1, 425
1,132
740
785
756

111 , 335
128,130
132 , 282
141 , 530
130,311
131 , 080
113 , 050
120 , 212
109 ,7 90
79,146
94,420
88,946

Alfalfa
Hay
Acres
Tons

9
340
66
173
49
183
50
95
89

Aut o

194D
1945
1950
1955
1960
1965

272
237
315
220
40 9
584

100.1
108 .7
101. 5
108, 1
103,3
92 ,1
84 . 1
84 , 4
97 , 0
107 , 0
120.3
117 .7

5. 00
6.00
14,00
13,00
16, 00
10 , 00
13,00
14 , 00
36 , 00
61, 00
67, 00
121 , 00

Clover-Timothy
Hay 'ij
Acres
Tons
761
1, 316
1, 019
2 , 452
984
759
1,098
2,92 7
2, 507
3,224
4 ,1 64

532
67
263
93
251
105
129
136

Year

Year

La.nd in
farms
{acres}

U.S. AGRICULTURAL CENSUS DATAz 1900 - 1965
Average
La.n Use
Other
Woodland Cropland
:Average:value of:
pasture :Pasture: Other
Other
:si ze of:land and :Rarvested:Not harvested,: Pasture
:& not pastured:
land
.
: farm : buildings:
{acres)
{acres)
{acres)
{acres} : {acres} : {acres): {acres)
: {acres}:per acre

Mot or
trucks
94
142
283
310
410
491

Feed for l ivestock and
poultry

19,422
20,687
19,129
16,379
22,583
17,926
12,316
ll._540
9,045

4,318
12,392
10, 903
8,469
4,250
5,3 63
4,751
8, 948
6, 783

552
941
1,7 63
665
805
1, 047
2,777
2, 408
3, 228
3, 995

}_/ 474

y

10,384
12,430
11,913
18,056
9,528
15,212
13,414
15,389

9,402
4,663
6,757

11,708
17,568
24,569

80,5 95 .
56 ,229
53,377

5,701
6,342
4,432

17,013
2,926
1,105
3,099
3 ,065

14,464
17,336
6,047
8~247
9,5 35

49,292
44,773
39,465
4~57],_

3s082

13,231

Small Grains
Hay
Acres
Tons

Lespedeza
Hay
Acre&
Tons

3,336.
6, 612
3,129
1,981
1,524

454
3, 631
5,106
3,121
1,613
1,648

788

812

57
481
19
87
168
292
145
591

91

501
192

152

75 '1.

:

-

UNDER
250
500
1,000
1,500
2, 000
2,500
5,000
10,000
20,000
Over

SPECIFIED NUMBER OF EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
Pick-up
Field
hay
forage
Tractors
Grain
Corn
combines
pickers
balers
harvester
11
40
123
296
404
500

11
11
5

1
17
41
24

11
16
72
62

6,254
2,048
2.626
2,448

44,839

FARM OPERATORS
BY VALUE OF FARM PRODUCTS SOLD:

52
280
109
187
118
558
690
393

.

.

y

$250
499
999
1,499
1,999
2,499
4,999
9,999
19,999
39,999
40 , 000

1

Farms Re~rting
ElecTeletricity
~hone :Television
67
290
551
653

10
14

93
64
179
125
71
66
105
45
7

19
67
40
60
202
356

SPECI FIED FARM EXPENDITURES - Dollars
: Gas and other
Seed, bulbs,
Purchase of live -: Machine hire
Hired labor :petroleum fuel
plants and
st ock and poultry:
:and oil for farm:
trees

137
624

Lime and

commercial
fertilizer

17,365
1909
13, 369
3,125
17,897
1919
40 , 938
14,185
1924
33, 654
17,724
9,353
21 , 599
1929
40 , 36 1
13,278
16,854
6,542
20,695
1939
33 , 971
1944 153 , 357
73,267
1949 111, 255
88 , 893
8, 280
64,168
31, 615
46,107
1954 241, 020
33 , 239
103,765
26,637
92,396
1959
90 , 055
62 , 821
30,810
48,410
54,855
23,548
80,506
64,919
t26,6l6
29,051
1964
172, 409
58 , 464
25,723
Due to change s in definit ion and wording of questions, figures for "cropland pasture" and "other pasture" are
not always comparable from Census to Census,
Includes clovers and t imothy alone or mixed cut for hay, except sweet clover hay is excluded in 1939,
lf Includes sweet clover in 1934,

y
y

I
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Wolf~ ,

left, More he ad, looks at some greenhouse tomato plants as Dr. Dean
Knavel , Unive·r sity of Kentucky vegetable . researcher, expl ains greenhouse operations. Wolfe is among 20

former county agents, or assistant s ,
now undergoi ng special t rai ning at
UK in horticulture work to prepare
the m selves for ne w s pecialities in an
are a system of farm advising .

What'.·S·Goin
On Here
. By Ky. Dept. of Ag_riculture
Livestock marketing and gradin
fic ials from 20 states met ·in
recently in _an effort to s~andardi•
livestock grades. The Division of
kets of . the Kentucky Departme1
Agriculture hosted the · event, tb
t ional Livestock Marketing and G
Conference.
·.
According to C, ·Harold Bray,
sion of Markets director, the N
Livestock Marketing and Grading
ference in Louisville was an outg
of the Southeastern Li-v estock Ma
i ng · and Grading Confer-ence whid
been held for a number. pf years.
s aid that at bst year,'_s meeting l
proposed and appro:ved t9.give the
ference national scope. · Ke_ntucltj
selected as the s ite for the first ·1
i ng on the national· level., ·
"Purpose of the nationaJ confere
Bray said, " is to standardize al
s tock grades . In other·. w·o rds, an a
that is graded choice in Kentucky s
grade choice in Texas or New
Through a conference . such as w
in Louisville, it is . hoped ·mat 'w
develop
standard
livestock g
throughout all states :·" ·
At the Louisville meeting the off
wer e taken to · the Bourbon Stock
to evaluate a typical selection of sl
At the Louis ville meeting the off:
were taken to the Bourbon Stock
to evaluate a fypi~al selection of s l.
ter cattle- -steers , cows, bulls,
calves and market hogs .· OncE
animals had been given an on-foot
uation, they were s laughtered.
the graders could see the corre:
between their live evaluation an•
actual slaughter yield, dressing
centage
and
official . grade · o:
cattle . The same is true of the
with the graders being able tc
the carcass i:'esults--length, harr
loi n eye percentages and the ~
of back fat .
·
What does this mean to the fa
and consumer?
Walter Norris and Bob Hager.
vision of Markets livestock specia
say it will mean that when a fa
finishes cattle for the market, ht
receive a standard grade regardlE
the market at which he sells then
for the consumer, he will know
when he· buys . a specific grade of
- it will be of uniform quality re;
les s of the slaughter area from ·
it originated.
_
The USDA through cooperating
departments of agriculture sets
s tock grades . USDA and state de
m ent of agriculture graders are .th•
pe ople who can officially grade lives

Ken

·all

Vegetables
At least half
should be
whole-grain

Fresh, frozen,
canned,
dried, juices

~~

t

Fruits

Oils,

Fresh,
fats
frozen, Liquid,
canned, not solid
dried,
juices

'f'r!Ut fll ff)

Milk
products

Highprotein
foods

Lowor no-fat, Lean meat.
calcium- poultry, fish;
rich types eggs; beans,
nuts, seeds;
tofu; peanut
butter

MOREHEAD MEMORIES: PEOPLE & PLACES
FARMING, FOOD, AND FARMERS MARKET
BY
JACK D. ELLIS

JI
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Rowan County will celebrate its 150th birthday in 2006. Agriculture and timber
formed the basis of the county's economy for the first 75 years. In the early 1900s timber
formed the force that drove the economy but farming gradually began to play a more
dominant role. In the 1920s, Morehead College had an Agriculture Department. (Henry
Hagg

Ch:l. 'r

); Rowan County had an Agriculture Agent (Charles Goff) and the Rowan

County News had an agricultural section (written by Charles Goff). The county was
actively promoting agriculture as one way to economic development. They believed soil
conservation, better farming methods, promoting pure bred cattle and improved pasture
land would help everyone.
~
f2 t..n rr--- ~
1o
<i S,,,,.
/
On May 1, 1928 County Agriculture Agent Charles Goff set up the first cream
\l

station to stimulate milk products and give farmers a market for their cream. The first
'
day only 12 gallons were shipped by railway express to city markets. By July, 1929 the
station shipped 1,000 gallons in one month bringing 1,600 dollars into the local
economy. Soon there was a steady stream of farmers bringing from one to 160 gallons of

e:r-ec 11'
cream a day to the CJ:.W» station. On one Saturday the local cream station shipped 360
gallons that brought farmers almost $500. (1 dollar then was wroth about em dollars of
today's money.)

1

To separate 'iflim from raw milk the farmer had to have a hand cranked cream
separator. It was hard to crank and was a slow tedious process. Skimmed milk
sometimes called "Blue John" was the by-product of the process and was fed to the hogs.
At that time one;ever thought of drinking skim milk.
(
~
Although Rowan did not h ve the farmland some of the neighboring counties

)

-

this program helped improv~ farm production through the introduction of pure bred
cattle, better forage crops for dairy cattle and more effective use of farm acreage.
~~ ~
Rowan County has an area of 185,000 acres but only 48 percent of'j~,•-

•••illlil• ;;c;:~

considered suitable for farming. Field crops (tobacco, com, hog) accounted for a large
percentage of land usage, but livestock beef cattle, dairy cattle, hogs and pigs utilized a
significant portion of land usage.
As late as 1966 the State Agriculture Census reported Rowan raised 1,528,000

15 @0
pounds of tobacco. That year the livestock inventory included a,1Q0 beef cattle and

5 /0-0

calves, 1,300 dairy cattle,

~

hogs and pigs. There were no sheep or lambs reported

and no fruits, berries or vegetables reported.
~
14
E. ~--""Lt)
£
During the WW I years (1941-1945) farmers were urged to produce more fruits
and vegetables to help feed those on the home front and those in the military around the
world. During those years not just farmers but backyard gardeners planted fruit and
vegetables to help feed themselves, their neighbors and the military.
( Y'f,./'fitJ I
f:i- i
1' 1 lt\...J1
_
On JulyT5; T943, t e Morehead Board of Trade sponsored what was called a

2

------

"Community Market," rather than farmers market because backyard gardeners were
selling produce. It was the forerunner of today's Farmers Market and was located on the
grounds of the Morehead Public School (where today's Board of Education Building is
located at the comer of Second street and Tippett A venuf* The Community Market was
open form 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon on Thursday and Saturdays. It was designed to give
farmers and backyard gardeners a wholesale outlet for their produce and to provide local
citizens a place to purchase fruits and vegetables in wholesale lots.
t.5
rlJ L MThe Community Market was altogether a new undertaking in Rowan county. The
Board of Trade provided the following strict set of rules to govern sales and maintenance
of the marketplace:
1.

Sales books will be provided by the Board and a duplicate itemized copy
given to the customer for each sale.

2.

Each sales person is responsible for the tidiness of their own market place.
Garbage cans and trash baskets will be provided and rubbish will he, 1-J O

•

~~e. There was no garbage pick up at that time.)
3.

Minium sales amounts are established for fruits and vegetables in
wholesale lots for the following products: beans(½ bu.); tomatoes(½ bu.);
blackberries (1 gal); potatoes and sweet potatoes½ (bu.); cabbage (25 lb.);

\
com

>,)
o'z); cucumbers(½ bu.); onions(½ bu.); carrots (1 doz. bunches);

beets (1 doz. bunches); peaches(½ bu); apples½ (bu.) plums(½ bu.);

3

b

watermelons (1 doz); cantaloupes (1 doz); grapes(½ bu.;); lima beans(½
bu.); turnips (½ bu.); and greens (10 lb).
4.

All other products should be cleared with the Board of Trade Committee
fore being offered for sale.

In the 1940s Rowan' s fertile farmland did much to produce food for the home front and
the war front. Ji)llG a few weeks after the Community Market opened, a cannery opened
on East U.S. 60. The purpose of the cannery was to supplement home canning in the
preservation of food. It allowed those who grew the fruits and vegetables to preserve
them for longer periods of time.

Read more about Rowan history in Jack Ellis' KENTUCKY MEMORIES: Reflections of
Rowan County and MOREHEAD MEMORIES: B-,,Js s II I Ff c.e.{ f' t
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Resources:
American Sheep Industry Association
Conservation Technology Information Center
Council for Biotechnology Information
Farm Bureau Federation
Illinois Council on Food and Agricultural
Research
Iowa Corn Growers Association

.

D:1ro <~ 1ix:fl ~

•!Jix:fl

ost of us don't give a second thought about where our food comes from - as
long as it appears on cabinet shelves and in refrigerators in our homes. But the
agriculture industry has a huge impact on our lives and the lives of millions _of
people around the world.
In 2004, farms contributed almost $126 billion in
net-value added* to the U.S. economy, providing

Iowa Corn Promotion Board

jobs for more than 24 million people. That's 17
percent of the total U.S. workforce. Across the

Kentucky Beef Council

United States, more than 2 million individual

Kentucky Corn Growers' Association

farms, on approximately 938 million acres of
farmland, produced 1.7 trillion pounds of crops
and 280 billion pounds of livestock for· consump-

Kentucky Department of Agriculture
Kentucky Soybean Board

tion. Approximately 18 percent of that production

National Cotton Council of America

was exported to other countries, bringing in

National Pork Producers Council

nearly $56 billion.

Northern Natural Gas
The Popcorn Board
Southern Illinois University Carbondale
University of Illinois Cooperative Extension
Service
U.S. Department of Agriculture - Agricultural
Statistics Service, Economic Research Service,
· National Agricultural Statistics Service

THE ASSOCIATION
OF EDUCATIONAL
PUBUSH~

·~

. So you see from this statistical picture, agriculture
isn't just about putting food on your table. It's
about providing jobs and helping to keep the U.S.
economy strong.
*Net value added represents the total value of farm
sectors production of goods and services, less payments to
non-farm sectors of the economy. It reflects production
agriculture's addition to the national economic product.
Economic Resource Service - USDA

l<l~P
I

►

• $126 billion equal
126 stacks•of $1 bills
stretching 75 miles

• 24 million people equal
the populations of Texas
and Oklahoma

w

• 938 million acres equal
an area 3 times as big
* as Alaska"'
• 2 million farms equal half
the number of people
who live in Kentucky
• 1.7 trillion pounds equal
the weight of 567,000
blue whales
• 280 billion pounds equal
the weight of 206,000
Army tanks

Written by Stephanie Kerr
Designed by Chris Canfield
Photography by Photos.com and PhotoDisc®
© 2006 Knight Ridder Productions, Inc.
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Did You Know?
58% of farms have computers
92 % of young farmers and ranchers use computers
48% of U.S. farms have Internet access
ility of new,technologies is modernizing how

farmers and ranchers run their businesses. Technology
helps reduce costs and increase yields, while providing consumers
the food products they demand. Among them:

8ff% of young farmers have lnf.ernet access
90% of young farmers use cell phones
19% of young farmers use CPS technology
(Source: American Farm Bureau Federation, Farm Facts

ioo4)

Global Positioning System (GPS) - Receivers mounted on tractors
or other equipment send information through satellite links that
allow the farmer to pinpoint the position of the tractor from a central location. The farmer can tell the equipment operator vyhen to
t1,Jrn and begin a new row, activate cutting machinery or fertilizing
equipment.

Ultrasound - To test their breeding programs, livestock ranchers

use ultrasound to judge the quality of the meat in a living animal
rather than waiting until after slaughter.
Other Technologies

Geographic Information System (GIS) - This software works with

Field scouting utilizing portable GPS receivers

GPS to gather arid analyze data that farmers use to identify where
and when to use fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides. It can also
be used to analyze the moisture content of the soil so irrigation

Grid soil sampling_

systems can be used efficiently. Livestock ranchers use GIS/GPS
to manage pastures and grasslands.
Yield Monitors - Farmers attach these monitors to combines dur-

ing harvest so they always know the current grain yield and don't
have to wait until the harvest is complete to make an educated
yield projection.

Computerized irrigation "systems
Genetic tracking
Specialized sensor sprinkler heads
Reroote sensing and infrared imaging
Variable rate chemical applicators

4: BREAKING NEW GROUND
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on't think a career in agriculture is for you because you
don't live on a farm? Well, you might want to reconsid-

agribusiness solve problems in
resource conservation, produc.:.

er. While it's true that many agriculture-related careers

tion, labor management and

require that you live o_n or near a farm, there are hundreds of others
that don't. Take a look at a few:

marketing.

Dairy scientists conduct
Agronomists (also known as crop-research scientists) conduct

research ,in selection, breeding,

experiments or investigations in field-crop problems and develop
new methods of growing crops to secure more efficient production,
higher yield and improved quality. They generally plan and conduct

feeding and management of
dairy cattle. They carry out experiments to determine the effects of dif-

studies at experiment stations or farms to

ferent kinds of feed and environmental con-

develop and improve varieties of field

ditions on the quantity, quality and nutrition of milk.

crops.
An
An animal scientist
conducts research in tbe
selection, breeding, feeding,
management and marketing of
cattle, horses, mules, sheep
and goats. They also develop
improved practices in feeding,
housing, sanitation and parasite
and disease control.
A

county agricultural agent

(also known as extension service agent or farm
adviser) organizes and conducts education and
research programs to help farmers and others
involved in

Other Agricultural Careers
Animal Nutritionist
Aquaculturist
Botanist
Crop Duster
Dairy Technologist
Farm Manager
Geneticist
Horticulturist
Range Manager
. Veterinarian

entomologist studies insects and their relation to plant
an imal life. Their research aids in the control and elimination of
agricultural, structural and forest pests by developing new

THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS FOR SUPPORTING NEWSPAPER IN EDUCATION
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and improved pesticides and cultural and biological methods,
including the use of natural enemies of pests.

Livestock sales representatives sell cattle, horses; hogs
and other livestock on commission to packinghouses, farmers, or
other purchasers. Their responsibilities
include reviewing current market
fo

s information and inspecting livestock to determine their value.

'

"'..

1 A

.

.

pharmacologist studies

the effects of drugs, gases,
dusts and other materials on

animals and human beings. They
also analyze food preservatives and
colorings, vermin poisons and other
materials to determine toxic and nontoxic properties.

Soil scientists stl:Jdy soil characteristics, map soil types and
investigate how soils can be used most productively. They conduct
experiments on farms or experimental stat ions to determine the
best soil types for different plants. They perform chemical analyses
on soils to discov~r the microorganism content of a soil. They
investigate responses of specific soil types to tillage, fertilization,
crop rotation, environmental consequences and other soil management practices. They also advise governmental groups on rural or
urban land use.

Plant breeders plan and carry out breeding studies to develop
and improve varieties of crops. They hope to improve specific
characteristics, such as yield, size, quality; maturity, and resistance
to frost, drought, disease and insect pests in plants.

Soil conservationists plan and develo~ coordinated practices for soil erosion control, moisture conservation and land use.
They conduct surveys and investigations on rural or urban planning, agricultu_re, construction, forestry, and mining on measures
needed to maintain or restore proper soil management.

6: BREAKING NEW GROUND
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· . hat do you think the items in the following list have in
common? A month of meals at the White House?

·

One meal for the two Super Bowl teams?
251

eggs

197 lbs.

fresh vegetables

196 lbs.

flour and cereal products

125 lbs.

fresh fruit

118 lbs.

meat (beef, pork, veal, lamb)

77 lbs.

fats & oils

66 lbs.

poultry

30 lbs.

cheese

22 gal.

milk

20 lbs.

rice

Did.you know? ·

One .farmer produces enough
food· to feed 144 people._
(Source: American Fa'rm Bur~au Federation, Farm Facts 2004

.;:,

If you guessed that this is about how much each of us consumes
every year, you're right! More than 250 eggs and 197 pounds of
vegetables? It does look like a lot of food, but eaten in the right
amounts, this is the only way to fuel your body so you can play
sports, ride a bicycle, answer questions at school and most
importantly, grow properly!
Getting the correct amounts from each food group can be hard.
We're all so busy and eat a lot of meals either in the car or at
fast-food restaurants. Even when you eat at home, there's usually
not a lot of time to prepare meals, let alqne measure, weigh and
track servings. So what can you do to make sure you get enough,
but not too much from each group? Think of serving ·sizes in a
whole new way.

7-9 servings of fruit and vegetables
1 serving = 6 oz. 100% juice box OR
= 1 orange or apple (size of a baseball) OR
= 1/2 cup vegetables (size of a light bulb}

5 ounces of meat, beans or nuts
1 ounce = 1 egg OR
= 2 tbs. peanut butter (size of 2 ping pong balls)
3 ounces = meat, poultry or fish the size of a deck
of playing cards

5- 7 servings of grains
3 cups of dairy

1 serving = 1 slice of bread OR
= 1/2 bagel (size of a hockey puck) OR

= 1/2 cup cooked rice

1 cup

= 1 cup of milk or yogurt OR
= 2 oz. cheese (size of a pair of dominoes)

(size of a cupcake wrapper) OR

= 1/2 cup pasta (size of one scoop of ice cream)

5-6 teaspoons of oils
1 tsp.
Source: mypyramid.gov

= the size of the tip of your thumb or the size

of a regular postage stamp

-c.-----
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We spend $2,245 :on
food,for. each .,; person r,,y
every year.
(Source: American Farm Bureau
Federation, Farm Facts 2004
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Directions: Using the list of states and their products,
draw or copy the icons of the agricultural products for which
each state is best known.
Alabama

Hawaii

Maryland .

New Jersey

Cattle
Chickens
Cotton
Eggs

Pineapples
Sugarcane
Macadamia nuts
Dairy

Chickens
Dairy
Corn
Soybeans

Blueberries
Dairy
Peaches
Eggs

Alaska

Idaho

Massachusetts

New Mexico

Dairy
Hay
Potatoes
Cattle

Cattle
Dairy
Potatoes
Wheat
Hay

Cranberries
Dairy
Sweet corn
Apples

Dairy
Cattle
Hay
Onions

Michigan

New York .

Dairy
Soybeans
Corn
Cattle

Dairy
Hay
Apples
Cattle

Minnesota

North Carolina

Corn
Soybeans
Hogs
Dairy
Cattle

Hogs
Chickens
Tobacco
Turkeys

Arizona

•

Illinois

Lettuce
Cattle
Dairy
Cotton
Hay

Corn
Soybeans
Hogs
Cattle

Arkansas

Indiana

Cattle
Chickens
Cotton
Rice
Soybeans

Corn
Soybeans
Hogs
Dairy
Eggs

California

Iowa

Cattle
Dairy
Grapes
Lettuce

Corn
Hogs
Soybeans
Cattle
Dairy

Colorado
Cattle
Com
Dairy
Hay

Connecticut
Aquaculture
Dairy
Eggs
Tobacco

Delaware
Chickens
Com
Soybeans
Dairy

Florida
Oranges
Sugarcane
Tomatoes
Dairy

Georgia
Chickens
Eggs
Cotton
Cattle

Kansas
Cattle

Wheat
Com
Soybeans
Sorghum grain

Kentucky
Horses/Mules
Tobacco
Chickens
Cattle
Com
Soybeans

Louisiana
Sugarcane
Cotton
Cattle
Com
Soybeans

Maine
Potatoes
Dairy
Eggs
Aquaculture

Mississippi
Chickens
Cotton
Soybeans
Aquaculture
Cattle

Missouri
Soybeans
Cattle
Corn
Hogs
Turkeys

Montana
Cattle
Wheat
Hay

Barley
Sugar beets

Nebraska
Cattle
Com
Soybeans
Hogs

Wheat

Nevada
Cattle
Hay
Dairy
Onions

New Hampshire
Dairy
Apples
Cattle
Hay

North Dakota

.1 0

Wheat
Cattle
Soybeans
Sugar beets
Sunflowers

Ohio
Soybeans
Corn
Dairy
Eggs

Oklahoma
Cattle
Hogs
Chickens
Wheat
Dairy
Oregon
Cattle
Dairy
Hay
Potatoes

Pennsylvania
Dairy
Cattle
Mushrooms
Eggs

South Carolina

Texas

Virginia

Wisconsin

Chickens
Turkeys
Tobacco
Cattle

Cattle
Cotton
Chickens
Dairy

Chickens
Cattle
Dairy
Turkeys

Utah

Dairy
Cattle
Corn
Soybeans
Potatoes

Washington

Cattle
Dairy
Hay
Hogs

Apples
Dairy
Cattle
Potatoes
Wheat

South Dakota
• Cattle
Com
Soybeans
Hogs
Wheat

Rhode Island

Tennessee

Dairy
Sweetcorn ·
Potatoes
Cattle

Cattle
Chickens
Soybeans
Cotton

Vermont
Dairy
Cattle
Maple syrup
Hay

West Virginia
Chickens
Cattle
Dairy
Eggs
Turkeys

Wyoming
Cattle
Hay
Sugar beets
Sheep/Lambs
Barley
Source: USDA Agricultural
Marketing Service
(www.arns.usda.gov/statesummaries/)

SC-E-3.3.1, SC-E3.3.2, SC-M-3.2.1, S
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New Jersey
Blueberries
Dairy
Peaches
Eggs

s

New Mexico
Dairy
Cattle
Hay
Onions

i
I

l

i

New York .
Dairy
Hay
Apples
Cattle

North Carolina
Hogs
Chickens
Tobacco
Turkeys

North Dakota
Wheat
Cattle
Soybeans
Sugar beets
Sunflowers

.1 0

o ._
·, ~

' t>
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Ohio
Soybeans
Corn
Dairy
Eggs

Oklahoma
Cattle
Hogs
Chickens
Wheat
Dairy
Oregon
Cattle
Dairy
Hay
Potatoes

Pennsylvania
Dairy
Cattle
Mushrooms
Eggs

re

South Carolina

Texas

Virginia

Wisconsin

Chickens
Turkeys
Tobacco
Cattle

Cattle
Cotton
Chickens
Dairy

Chickens
Cattle
Dairy
Turkeys

Utah

Washington

Dairy
Cattle
Corn
Soybeans
Potatoes

Cattle
Dairy
Hay
Hogs

Apples
Dairy
Cattle
Potatoes

South Dakota
• Cattle
Corn
Soybeans
Hogs

Wheat

Rhode Island

Tennessee

Dairy
Sweet corn ·
Potatoes
Cattle

Cattle
Chickens
Soybeans
Cotton

Vermont
Dairy
Cattle
Maple syrup
Hay

Wheat

West VirJtinia
Chickens
Cattle
Dairy
Eggs
Turkeys

~:.

Wyoming
Cattle
Hay
Sugar beets
Sheep/Lambs
Barley
Source: USDA Agricultural
Marketing Service
(www.ams.usda.gov/statesummaries/)
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t would be nearly impossible for you to go through the

(corn, wheat or rice), wear a warm sweater (cotton or wool) and

day without using a product that had its beginnings in

relax on leather (cattle) seats in the vehicle of your parent's choice.

agriculture. Of course, you don't chew on corn or

Take a look at some .o qhe every~:lc:)y items you see around you or

soyoeans straight from the field - and most of you don't have the

that you use, that started out on the farm.

option of riding a cow to school. You can, however, eat cereal

Corn

-;;J

There are three basic types of
corn - popcorn and sweet corn,
both which are eaten pretty
much directly after harvest
and packaging, and
field corn, for which
there are more
than 3,500 uses.

~

'2..1

Corn-based
Products
Industrial Uses
Adhesives
Animal feed
Batteries
Bookbinding
Candles
Cardboard
Charcoal briquettes
Coatings
Construction materials
Cosmetics
Crayons
Detergents
Enzymes
=r
Fireworks
Glues
Inks
,
Insecticides
Laminated building products
Leather tanning
Lubricating agents
Metal plating
Organic solvents
Paints
Paper
Plasterboard
Plasticizers
Shampoo
Soap
Textiles
Toothpaste

Food Uses
Baby food
Baked goods
Bologna and hot dogs
Brownies & baked gd6ds
Candies
· ,
· '
Canned foods
Canm.~d fruit~ :
Cereals
;: .

Cheese spreads
Chewing gum
Cookies & crackers
Cured meats
(such as bacon)
Dessert mixes
Dessert mixes
Fruit drinks
Jams & jellies
Ketchup
Margarine
Marshmallows
Mixes & instant
preparations
Pickles
Processed meats
Puddings
Salad dressings
Sauces & marinades
Seasoning mixes
Soft drinks
Soups
Tortillas
Pharmaceutical Uses
Antibiotics
Aspirin
Intravenous solutions
Medicinal syrups
Other Chemical Products
Citric acid
Essential amino acids
Ethanol
Lactic acid
Sugar alco

Beef and 'd airy products provide
a wide variety of vitamins
(Vitamin D), minerals (zinc, iron)
and prot~in ,when included in a
balanced diet. But you'll find
there are rnany other foods,
medicines.etc., that contain
beef and dairy by-products.
Beef Products
Food Uses
'Blooa sausage
Candies
;,Chewing gum
7
Cookies

Gelatin in salads
Head cheese
Ice cream
Marshmallows
Mayonnaise
Oleo shortening
Sausage casings
Yogurt
Dairy
Butter
Casein
Cheese
Ice cream
Sour cream
Yogurt .
Pharmaceutical Uses
Deoxyribonuclease
Fibrinolysin
Glucagons
Heparin
Insulin
Pancreatin
Parathyroid hormone
Sodium levothyroxine
Thrombin
Thyroid
Thyrotropin
Trypsin & chymotrypsin
Other Uses
Bone china
Bone meal biscuits
Boots and shoes
Candles
Cosmetics
Crayons
Deodorants

Detergents
Doggie chews
Fabric softeners
Floor wax
Glue
Insecticides
Leather basketballs, footballs
and soccer balls
Luggage
Paints
Pet foo~fa
Photographic film
Plastics
Shampoo/Cream rinses
Shaving cream
Soaps
Textiles
Tires
Toothpaste
Upholstery
Violin strings
Industrial Uses
Airplane lubricants and runway
foam
Asphalt
Car polishes and waxes
Explosives
Fertilizers
Hydraulic brake fluid
Cleansers
Lubricants
Machine oils and viscous fluids
Plastics molds
Printing ink

Soybeans aren't new to the
United States. However,
soybeans are being included in
more and more foods and in
some products that might
surprise you.
Soybean Products
Food Uses
Burgers
Hot dogs
Soymilk
Tofu
Vegetable oil
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Other Uses
Crayons
Livestock feed
Skin-care products
Industrial Uses
Adhesives
Biodiesel fuel
Enamel paint for cars
Motor oil
Printing ink

Pork is a~source Qf high quality
animal prot~i · · fo.oc;i ,product~
such as cent
chops' and T<
pork tenderloin$. HutJood is
only one part qf the i•f-logs
Helping Humans'' story, as
you'll read.

n

Hog Products
Pharmaceutical Uses
Adreocorticotropic hormone
Blood fibrin
Calcitonin
Cholesterol
Chymotrypsin
Corticosteroid
Cortisone
Epinephrine
Estrogens
Gelatin
Glucagons
Heart valves
Heparin
Hypothalamus
Insulin
Lipase
Melatonin
Mucin
Norepinephrine
Oxytocin
Pancreatin
Pepsin
Plasmin
Porcine burn dressings
Progesterone
Prolactin
Relaxin
Secretin
Thyrogloblin
Thyroxin
TSH
Tyrpsin
Other Uses
Artist brushes
Bone china
Buttons
Cellophane
Chalk
Coats, gloves and shoes

Cosmetics
Crayons
Livestock feed
. Matches
Ornaments
1Petfood
~honograph records
Upholstery
n

· Industrial Uses
Antifreeze
Cement
Fcabric 'printing and dyeipg.•x
,:F~rtilizex,
··
· •. · · · ·

Rattlesnake anti-venom
Sheep placenta capsules
Surgical sutures
Syringes

¥

Floor··,\iva,<es

,tSi

·s

lnsect~cides,
"rnsulation'
.
Leather treat.ing agen~s;
Linoleum
· ,
Lubricants
,
Nitroglycerine
Qifpolishes
:;:<:{: ..· ,,.
Plastics
Plywood adhesive
Porcelain enamel
Putty
Rubber
Sticking agent
Water filters
Waterproofing
agents
Weed killers
f:

Probably the first product you
think of when talking about
sheep is wool - and that's not
surprising once you know wool
was the first commodity to be
traded internationally.
Sheep Products
Food Uses
Chewing gum
Gelatin desserts
Marshmallow
Oleo margarine and
shortening
Rennet for cheese
Sausage casings
Pharmaceutical Uses
Cpllagen and bone for
plastic surgery
Gelatin capsules
Medicines

Other Uses ·
Bandage
strips
Baseballs
and tennis
balls .
Billiard table
covers
Bone China
Buttons
Candles
Combs and tooth
brushes
Cosmetics
Crayons
Crochet needles
Dice
Drum heads
Felt hats
Felt tip pens
Filters
Floor wax
Glue
Horn and bone handles
Horse bits
Instrument strings
Jewelry
Knife handles
Makeup
Mink oil
Mulch
Paints
Paraffin
Pet food ingredients
Photographic film
Piano keys
Shampoo and conditioner
Shaving cream
·
Sheep placenta cream'

Skin cream
~-~,
Shoe cream
Soap
Tennis racquet strings
Tires
.
Upholstery
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Wallpaper and wallpaper paste
Industrial Uses
Adhesives
Agar media
Antifreeze
Brake fluid
Cellophane wrap
and tape
Explosives
Fertilizer
Industrial oils
and lubricants
Insulation
Plywood and paneling
Powder horns
Rubber products

..

Did you know that wheat is the
only grain with sufficient gluten
content to make a raised or
leavened loaf of bread? Maybe
there are some other things on ;: ;,
the following list that you
don't know?
Wheat Products
Food Uses
Bran (used in cereals)
Wheat germ
White flour
Whole-wheat flour
Other Uses
Biodegradable plastic wrap
Bioc;if?gradable spoons and
' forl<s
Cai litter
Dog treats
Hand cleaners
Shap,poo

Sol{p
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armers and ranchers depend on two of our natural
resources, water and soil, to grow crops
and raise livestock. So, it's only "natural" that they feel a great responsibility to protect
the environment.
Soil erosion, the washing or wearing away
of the Earth's surface, can become a major
problem especially if land use is not
matched to soil type and terrain. When soil

-~......

.

.

ru~

Today's farmers and ranchers are aware of these problems.
Farmers who own land that is steep, rocky or easily eroded
know that it is probably better suited to grazing live, stock than planting corn or soybeans. In areas of the
country where it is very dry, the land is often used
· ·as pasture for grazing because grasses need less
,yi,ater to grow than other crops. And even land
that looks flat enough for corn may be better
used as wetlands, providing habitat for wildlife
and playing an important role in floodwater reten-

erosion occurs, the top, nutrient-laden layer
is blown or washed away, making it difficult
for plants to survlve. Often, that soil ends up in
streams and rivers, carrying with it fertilizers,
;vesticides or herbicides that were applied.
When it gets into the water, the sediment
builds up on the bottom of the stream,
changin.g the depth and flow of the water.
The chemicals can create other problems in
the water, such as stimulating the growth of
underwater plants that in turn use additional
oxygen until there is not enough left for fish to
survive.

There are many different ways to prevent soil erosion
· ·and the othe.r problems it causes. In parts of the
~_nited States where it's windy and soil is easily
t blown away, farmers build windbreaks that slow
down and change the pattern of the wind.
Windbreaks are created by planting rows of trees
or shrubs along the edge or in the middle of a
field .
areas that are hilly, but not too steep, farmers
use terracing. Terracing means that instead of the
hill going straight down, it is divided into sections,
each one lower than the other. The terraces act as steps
that slow down and collect water, keeping the soil on
the field.
· Tile drainage (also known as tiling) is another way
to keep the soil from running off the surface. By
maintaining the water table at a constant level,
the soil surface stays drier and will be able to
absorb water when it rains instead of washing
away.
Conservation tillage is one of the most effective tools for
preventing soil erosion - and it can be used with windbreaks, terracing and tiling. With conservation tillage: farmers leave
the stalks and other residue after harvest on top of the soil's surface ·instead of plowing it under. This residue cushions the impact
of raindrops, slows the flow of water and keeps the wind from
picking up soil particles. A side benefit of using cooservation tillage
is that as the residue breaks down and becomes organic matter, it
helps increase the quality of the soil by adding nutrients.

THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS FOR SUPPORTING NEWSPAPER IN EDUCATION
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ost of you know about the action cartoons that trans-

use less fuel and chemicals, you can enjoy cleaner air and water

form from one thing to another, say a robot into a jet.

and improve the habitat for wildlife .

By changing, the original is turned into _something with
different characteristics or traits. Biotechnology in agriculture does

•· J"here are about 56 crop· varieties in the United
States that have been approved for farmers to use. These biotech seeds fall

the same thing, only with plants.

into one or more of four categories:
Herbicide-tolerant crops, ones that

The word biotechnology has been used since the mid196Os. However, farmers and others were using
biotechnology hundreds of years ago as they

are immune to broad-spectrum
herbicides that kill weeds but
won't harm crops; pest-resistant

attempted to improve crop yields - they just didn't
have a word for it. Biotechnology me_ans biology is
used to create or improve products. For example,
did you know that something as simple as using
yeast to make bread rise is a biotechnological
process?

1

insects; virus-resistant crops
o·nes that are immunized so they .
can build a natural defense Oust like
• humans); and stacked-trait crops that
_are a combination of the first three and

Just like tractors and GPS, biotechnology is another tool
farmers can use to improve crops and take care of the
environment. When farmers plant corn, soybeans or other
crop seeds that have beefl. engineered or "transformed" to be more
tolerant of herbicides or resistant to insects, they are able to grow
- more on the same amount of land - in other words, increase crop
yields. How much more? Well, scientists measured the combined
yields of six different crops (canola, corn, cotton, papaya, soy- _

crops, those that are enhanced
with naturally-occurring pesticides that ward off crop-eating

Cotton and soybeans are two examples of herbicide-tolerant
crops. There are more than 22 varieties of weeds that can hurt soybean production.

beans and squash) on the same acreage - before biotech seeds
were used and after biotech seeds
were planted. They discovered that

Pest-resistant varieties of corn keep the corn

an additional 4 billion pounds (weight
of 57 battleships) of food and fiber
were produced using the biotech

plant, while a new variety of cotton keeps
,.
the bollworm away and biotech potato
seeds don't taste good to the potato beetle.

seeds. They als~ found that the farmers used 46 million pounds (weight of

A new variety of papaya keeps the plant

2,987 bull elephants) less pesticide
and that the number of songbirds

from developing the ringspot virus and there
is also a new variety of potato that controls

around these farms increased due to
the reduction in pesticides. And that's

the leafroll virus.

not all.

Also, scientists and farmers are working to

borer and rootworm from destroying the

develop some biotech crop varieties that can
When farmers grow crops that can
protect themselves from disease and
pests, they don't need to till the
ground as much. This means that
there is less fuel used and fewer
greenhouse gas emissions. When you

be grown in difficult conditions. For example,
a rice that can grow with less water and in
soil that is not very good and tomatoes that
will grow in soil that would normally have too
much saline (salt) in it.

....;
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Aquaculture
Just because a product lives under water instead of on dry land
doesn't mean that it's not being "farmed" or "ranched." Today,
there are many new farms that don 't look anything like the old
ones. It's an industry called aquaculture, the cultivation of the natural produce of water such as fish or shellfish. The catch? You'll
find these farms not in the ocean, but in areas where the ponds
and lakes are manufactured.
Channel catfish and tilapia are just two of the many aquaculture
products currently being "cultivated" with a great deal of success.
Why are these two fish farmed? Because consumers like you want.
to eat more fish, some farmers (and non-farmers) have built pond
farms to increase production rather than rely on nature to meet

Noble fir, Fraser fir, Virginia pine, Balsam fir and white pine trees,
the most popular varieties for use as Christmas-trees. More than
2,000 trees can be planted per acre. On average, only 1,000 to
1,500 of the trees planted will survive. The trees
must be sheared to attain the
Christmas tree shape and must
. grow to between six and
seven feet before they can
be harvested. It takes six
to 10 years before most
trees reach the required
height.

Popcorn

increased demand. Other aquaculture products include hybrid

Nearly all the world's pop-

striped bass, shrimp, freshwater prawns, salmon and water chest-

corn is produced in the United

nuts.

States and most of it is grown in the
corn belt of Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas,

Christmas "free Farms
Christmas trees have been sold commercially in the United
States since about 1850 and until recently, the
majority of cut trees came from forests. Thirty-

Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska and Ohio. In the spring,
farmers plant about 28-,000 seeds per acre., Why so much? Each
American eats about 54 quarts of popcorn every year. Also, popcorn is exported, but as a country, Americans eat more than
any other nation.

four to 36 million Christmas trees are produced each year and 95 percent are
shipped or sold directly from Christmas
tree farms. Eighty-four percent of
these Christmas trees are produced
in Oregon-, Michigan and North
Carolina with Oregon being the leading producer.

Popcorn farmers need to be aware of a lot of different factors before planting popcorn, the most
important, of course, is to make sure that the
seeds are popcorn seeds: because of the six different kinds of corn - sweet, flour, flint, dent, pod
and popcorn - popcorn is the only one that pops.
In addition, popcorn comes in three kernel types:
white, sr,;all yellow and large yellow, each for a dif-.

More th-an 1 million acres of land have
been planted in Scotch pine, Douglas fir,

ferent commercial use. Then , the farmers need to
know who they will be selling their popcorn to, because
the popped appearance can look like a butterfly or a
mushroom, and their customers are very specific about what
kind of popcorn kernels they want. .
Finally, when it comes to harvesting the popcorn, the farmers must
closely monitor how much moisture is contained in the ears of corn
to determine how the corn will be shelled . At certain moisture levels the combine can shell the corn during harvest, which causes
'
less damage to the kernels. At other moisture levels, the popcorn
must be harvested by removing the ears and shelling them later.
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entucky's agricultural history goes back centuries to
early Native Americans, long before the first European
settlers established Fort Harrod, the first settlement in
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In terms of Kentucky farm product sales, soybeans, corn , wheat
and hay make up about 75 percent of the total cash value. And,
Kentucky ranks 21st in total farm product exports,
sending tons of soybeans and soybean products,

1775. The !ertile land allowed those early "farmers" to grow
enough grains to sustain themselves through the growing

feed grains, beef, pork, poultry and poultry
products, wheat and wheat products and live

season and winter. In fact, when the first settlers came to
Kentucky, they used what they brought to trade with

animals to countries outside the United States.

Native Americans for food . They also brought with them
diseases that eventually caused many Native Americans to
become ill and die. By the late 1700s, the Native Americans
had left the area and the Anglo-American settlers became
farmers.
By 1811, most of the land suitable for farming was
being used for that purpose. The settlers discovered that they had good ways of exporting grain
crops and livestock to the Atlantic Coastal area.
In addition , Kentucky farmers were soon producing enough to not only feed Kentuckians and
~hose on the East Coast, but also the growing
populations of the South and West.
Today, Kentucky's farms number about 85,000 with an
average farm size of 162 acres (an acre is about the size of
a football field). Kentucky has 47,100 livestock farms,
producing enough cattle and hogs to make the state
8th in the U.S. in cattle production and 19th in hog

'

production. Kentucky also ranks 20th in dairy production and 18th in chicken production.
J

' features of the land) since there is little difference in •¥,
1
the growing season or average precipitation.
~4
Although you may find some cash crops and live-

-

Kentucky ranks high in cash crop production when

stock production in each of those four regions, some

compared to other states:
9th in hay
13th in corn
14th in soybeans
19th in winter wheat
24th in corn for silage (feed corn)

Kentucky's agricultural production areas are defined
-, more by the topography (the physical or natural

are major producers such as the West which produces
the most corn, soybeans
and wheat; the Central region the
most cattle and dairy; and the
Bluegrass/Eastern regions the
most hay.

'Top Producers

~y County

Cattle - Barren"'
Dairy - Barren
Chickens - Graves
Corn - Union

With these traditional crops, you
might wonder if there is room for

Soybeans - Daviess

anything else. Surprise! Kentucky
also produces apples, peaches,

Wheat - Christian

Hay - Pulaski

shrimp, Christmas trees, sheep, buffaloes, freshwater prawns and
tilapia. More than 280,000 pounds of honey were produced by
Kentucky bee colonies last year and for the first time, Kentucky's
goat production was included in the annual statistical count with
an estimated 70,000 head.

--- --
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1973 Junior Kentucky Youth
-Governor Is From, Morehead
Mark Allen Barber, son of Dr. and Mrs .
George C. Barber, Sherwood Forest, is
congra tulated by David Doran Flatt for his
selection last weekend as 1973 Junior
Kentucky Youth Goveror. For the first time
in the history of Kentucky Youth Assembly a
school has succeeded itself as governor.
. Breckinridge School won three of the four
elected offices during the assembly which
was held in F rankfort Oct. 19-21. In addition
to Barber 's selection Steve Kelly , son of Col.
and Mrs. Arthur Kelly , Henry Ward Place,
was elected Speaker of the House and Mary
Bendixen , da"1ghter of Dr. and Mrs. Joe
Bendixen, F lemingsburg Rd., was chosen
Secretary of State.
Severa l hundred students from all parts of
Kentucky participated in the assembly, the
purpose of which was threefold : First, to
give junior high students an opportunity to
secure an understanding of the operation of
Kentucky government. Second, to acquaint
students with problems unique in running
state gvernment. Third, to train young
people in citizenship development.
Tea cher s at Breck s ponsoring the
Breckinr idge delegation, Mrs. Charlotte

Gillum, Mr. Charles Bruce and Mr. Bruce
Bissmeyer, agree their students worked
diligently in the presentation and defending
of their bills during the meetings of the house
and senate, during the political rally and in
the general campaigning. Both Barber and
Kelly won the general election over
opponents from Kamm erer School in
Louisville while Bendixen's challenger was a
member of the Durrett High School
delegation from Louisville.
University Breckinridge students who
attended the three day event were : Mark
Barber, John Black, Steve Kelly, Victor
Venettozzi, Joey Carpenter, Robinson Davis,
Jay Roberts, Mathew Hanrahan, Danny
Dailey, Michael Gillum, Jamie P ayne,
David Flatt, Bobby Joynston , Steve
Osborne, Bob Razor.
Others - Jeff Barber, Gordon Black, Mike
Tapp, Jana Ousley, Mariana Davis, Mary
Bendixen, P am Adams , Arleen Santiago,
Carol Boodry, Lori Tucker, Cheri Tucker ,
Lisa J arrett, Liz Hamilton, Alison Franklin,
Sherry McDaniels, Peggy Terrell, Susan
Calhoun, and Cathy Figg.

About the Author
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Farm ing in the '40s and '50s
By JACK D . ELLIS
Special to The Morehead News

"While the earth remaineth,
seedtime and harvest shall not
cease" (Genesis 8:22).
In 1943 Rowan County
farmers were growing beautiful green monument s that
refl ected h ard work a nd
thoughtful planning. Th ey
were also helping in the war
effort because those gr een
monuments were green pasture land that had been
reclaimed from brush, weeds
and thin soil. It also helped to
provide meat for a nation with
a meat shortage.
Growing green monuments
One of those successful
green monuments that could
be seen from almost a nywhere
in Morehead was on the hillside farm of County Court
Clerk Vernon Alfrey on the
north side of US 60 west of
Morehead. (Today, that land
includes
th e
Ambula nce
Center and about 20 homes
a nd most of th e land that is
now called Alfrey Heights.)
But in th e early 1940s it was
r eferred t o as a farm just outside of Morehead. (This writer
lived across U.S. 60 from Mr.
Alfrey during many of those
years.)
In 1941 Mr. Alfrey cleaned
the hill of trees and br ush ,
applied five tons of lime a nd
200 pounds of phosphate to the
hillside land. In 1942 he sowed
it with a mixture of Blu egrass,
Korean Clover a nd Red Clover.
By 1943, Alfrey was grazing 10
head of cattle on his 12 acr e
hillside farm , which served as
. a mon ument to hard work a nd

Som e of Rowan County's farm leaders in the 1940s included, from left, J ames Kidd, Dave
C udill, Adrian Razor, E.B. Sluss, B ert Dean and Leland Hall.

P rize cattle grown on one of Rowan 's green monume n t
pastures in the 1940s.
nine acre field. He tur ned it lard or grou nd into sausage.
(3) Put a layer of salt on
into a green monument that
aiso pastured 10 head of cattle. each layer of meat . Then meat
Morehead had its own stock- may be packed in oak barrels
yard where meat on the hoof or on top of a table. If a barrel
was auctioned every Th u rsday is used be su re and bore holes
and meat was a good cash crop . in th e bottom for drainage.
(This writer's grandfather,
John Ellis, cured his meat on
Pork curing instructions
Although Rowan farmers top of a table in his smoke
had been curing pork for gen- house.)
(4) Allow ham and shoulerations during World War II
because of food sh ortages, ders to cure for two days per
many people slaughtered and pound. Store in a dry place,
cured their own home grown and properly cured meat will
keep for months.
meat for the first time.
Local farmers were called
That prompted the College
of
Agriculture
at
the upon to produce more veget aUniversity of Kentucky to pub- bles and fruit as well as meat
lish instructions for curing during the years of WW II.
Sweet potatoes were in great
pork that included:
(1 ) Be sure the car cass is demand a nd local farmers
thoroughly cooled ou t because wer e used to planting sweet
animal heat promotes spoiling. pot atoes on some of their poorThat was before refrigeration er land.
They were urged to become
a nd that meant hog killing
time was when the weather more productive with that crop
-t",....,.,,. .,,.; _rr

A .f"+. ,v.,,.
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new method of farm r eporting.
In 1943 the Kentucky
T at new pr ogram of farm Agricultural
Adjustment
reporting was because the Agency, at th e request of the
farmer was expected to assume War Department , urged th at
a greater responsibly in the Kentucky farmers begin growo ration of his farm because ing hemp. Their goal was to
of one new crop that was being grow 50,000 acres of hemp th at
introduced.
year in Kentucky.
Also, it was meant to save
Only those farmer s wh o h ad
ti e, trees and gasoline for the signed a contract with the
vfar effort . Since farming was Commodity Credit Corporation
<t>nsidered vital to the war were permitted t o grow h emp
effort, farmers could be exempt and they received their h emp
froµi the military service. seed free from the Agricultural
Ther efore, they were r equired Agency.
to keep a record of their allotment of war crops, acreage and
production practices. That was
necessary because one of the
new crops introduced to local
farmers was hemp. (Another
name for marijuana.)

One pound of seed would
grow one acre of hemp, and
Rowan County farmers under
a
contract
with
the
Agricultural Agency planted
over 1,000 acres of hemp in
1943. John Ellis, this writer's
grandfather, had 10 acres of
hemp growing in one of his fertile fields on his Licking River
farm .
If there are any of you who

See FARMING on C-2
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By J ACK D. ELLIS
Special to The Morehead News

"While the earth remaineth,
seedtime and harvest shall not
cease" (Genesis 8:22).
In 1943 Rowan County
farmers were growing beautiful green monuments that
r eflected hard work and
thoughtful planning. They
were also helping in the war
effort because those green
monuments were green past ure land that had been
reclaimed from brush, weeds
and thin soil. It also helped to
provide meat for a nation with
a meat shortage.
Growing green m onumen ts
One of those successful
green monuments that could
be seen from almost anywhere
in Morehead was on the hillside farm of County Cour t
Clerk Vernon Alfrey on the
nor th side of US 60 west of
Mor eh ead. (Today, th at land
includes
the
Ambu lance
Center and about 20 homes
and most of the land that is
now called Alfrey Heights.)
But in the early 1940s it was
r eferr ed to as a farm just out side of Morehead. (This wr iter
lived across U.S. 60 from Mr.
Alfrey during many of those
years.)
In 1941 Mr. Alfrey cleaned
th e h ill of trees and brush ,
a pplied five tons of lime and
200 pounds of phosphate to the
hillside land. In 1942 he sowed
it with a mixture of Bluegrass,
Korean Clover and Red Clover.
By 1943, Alfrey was grazing 10
head of cattle on his 12 acr e
hillside farm, which served as
. a monument to hard work and
successful from management,
as well as helping provide
meat for a nation with a sh ortage of beef.
Also, Joe McBrayer, a
farmer in the Popular Gr ove
section of Rowan County near
Elliot tville, used mu ch the
same methods in reclaiming a

Some of Rowan County's farm le aders in the 1940s included , from left, James Kidd, Dave
Caudill, Adrian Razor, E.B. Sluss, Be rt Dean and Leland Hall.

Prize cattle grown on one of Rowan's green monument
pastures in the 1940s.
nine acre field . He turned it lard or ground into sausage.
into a green monument that
(3) Put a layer of salt on
also pastured 10 head of cattle. each layer of meat. Then meat
Moreh ead had its own st ock- may be packed in oak barrels
yard where meat on the hoof or on top of a table. If a barrel
was auctioned every Thursday is used be sure and bore holes
a nd meat was a good cash crop. in the bottom for drainage.
(This writer's grandfather,
Pork curing instructions
John Ellis, cured his meat on
Although Row a n farmers top of a table in his smoke
had been curing pork for gen- house.)
(4) Allow ham and shouler ations during World War II
because of food shortages , ders t o cure for two days per
many people slaughtered and pound. Stor e in a dry place,
cured their own home grown and properly cured meat will
keep for months.
meat for the first time.
Local farmers were called
That prompted the College
of
Agriculture
at
the upon to produce more vegetaUniversity of Kentucky to pub- bles and fruit as well as meat
lish instructions for curing during the years of WW II.
Sweet potatoes were in great
pork that included:
(1) Be sure the carcass is demand a nd local farm er s
thoroughly cooled out because were used to planting sweet
animal heat promotes spoiling. potatoes on some of their poorThat was before refrigeration er land.
They were urged to become
and that meant hog killing
time was when the weather more productive with that crop
was near freezing . After by fertilizing, crop rotation and
sla ughtering, the hogs were h eavy manuring. Plants were
hung upside-down outside in sold through the Agriculture
the freezing weather and Adjustment Agency Office at
prices ranging from $1.75 to
allowed to cool.
(2) Trim hams, shoulders $4.50 per thousand plants.
In 1943, during WW II, local
a nd bacon neatly. Fat edges do
not make good cured products, farmers were required by the
and should be rendered into federal government to use a

new method of farm reporting.
That new program of farm
reporting was because the
farmer was expected to assume
a greater responsibly in the
operation of his farm because
of one new crop that was being
introduced.
Also, it was meant to save
time, trees and gasoline for the
war effort. Since farming was
co sidered vital to the war
rt, farmers could be exempt
the military service.
refore, they were required
to eep a r ecord of their allotment of war crops, acreage and
production practices. That was
necessary because one of the
new crops introduced to local
farmers was hemp. (Another
name for marijuana.)

In 1943 the Kentucky
Agricultur al
Adjus tment
Agency, at th e request of the
War Department, urged th at
Kentucky farmers begin growing hemp . Their goal was t o
grow 50,000 acr es of hemp th at
year in Ken tucky.
Only those farmers wh o had
signed a contract with the
Commodity Credit Corporation
were permitted to grow hemp
and they received their h emp
seed free from the Agricultu r al
Agency.

One pound of seed would
grow one acre of hemp, and
Rowan County farmers under
a
contract
with
the
Agricultural Agency plan ted
over 1,000 acres of hemp in
1943. John Ellis, this writer's
grandfather, had 10 acres of
hemp growing in one of his fertile fields on his Licking River
farm.
If there are any of you who

See FARMING on C-2
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John Ellis, lifelong Rowan
farmer who grew 10 acres
of hemp on his farm during
WW II. The hemp was used
in rope - not for smoking.

Farming

C. Vernon Alfrey, County
Court Clerk and farmer,
who converted poor land
to a "green monument."

From C-1

think you are going to try to
find that field today, forget it
as it is under hundreds of feet
of wat er.
Of course hemp, which is
anoth er name for marijuana,
was a vital product used in
manufacturing rope for the
U.S. Navy. But the sailors on
board th ose ships soon found
another use for hemp-based
rope by smoking it.
Many of the WW II sailors
soon had a saying for someone
acting a little weird: "They act
like they have been smoking
that rope again." Therefore
smoking rope soon became a
problem in the Navy, which
indicated there is little differ~nce between hemp and mariJuan a.
S trawberries offered as
a lte rnate to tobacco as a
cash crop

In this writer 's column, published Friday, 13, 2003, much
was written about the cooper ative strawberry project in
Rowan County during the
early 1950s.
According
to
editor
Crutcher of the Rowan County
News, "It was the finest farm
endeavor done locally in his
memory."
The goal of that project was
t o get 100 Rowan County
farmers to agree to plant one
acre of strawberries on their
land. It required about 4,000
plants , costing $50 for every
acre. However, there were 129
farmers who signed up for that
project in 1954, including the
following people, a Who's Who
in F arming.
Carless
Harris,
Virgil
Eldridge, John D. Caudill, Rev.
Delmore
Cooper,
Lloyd
Gregory, Everett Dewitt, Ivan
Deboard, Leland Hall, J.L.
J efferson, Leslie Littleton,
J ohnnie Thornsbury, Ray
Martin, Mrs . John Morehouse,
Hobart
Brown,
Kenneth
Robinson, J.H. Reynolds, Ottis
Caldwell, Hershell Moore, Ted
Moore, Allie Johnson, Harry
Brown, William Lewis, Olle
St acey.
Grant Riley, Roy Plank,
William Drake, Robert E.
Decker, Lemuel Black, Clyde
J on es, Earnest Riddle, Otis
Deh art, Howard Alfrey, Felix
Wellman,
Owen
Skeens,
Howard Bowles, George H.

Ellington, Harvey McBrayer,
Orville
Caudill,
Orville
Jennings,
Elmer
Crisp,
Chester Lewis, John Evans,
Howard Hall, Melvin Eldridge,
H a rlan
Dillon,
Melvin
Baldridge.
Talmage
Lewis,
W.B.
McKenzie, Reynold Ellington,
Guy McKenzie, Bill Horsley,
Willard Warren, Berlin Black,
James
Lambert,
John
Baldridge, Haskell McKenzie,
James
Carpenter,
Edith
McDonald, J.O. Quesinberry,
Garlan
Gulley,
Emmett
Blanton , Lake Est ep, Mitch ell
Estep, Odell Estep, Bea
Barker, Luther Plank, Luke
Plank, Arthur Plank, Carl W.
Stone.
Clarence
Easton,
W.P.
Bur chett, Frank Moreland,
Glen don Terr ell, Columbus
Terrell, Ova Arnett, Lawrence
Arnett, J .B. Deboard, Ted
Moore, D. Coleman, Simon
Eldridge ,
Gordon
Lewis,
Herbert Bowman, Wilburn
Hardin, W.P. Burchett, Elzie
J ohnson, Mae Ingram, A.C.R. \
Lewis, Johnnie Lewis, Jack
Ellis, William Bailey, J.C.
Stewart, First Church of God.
Nettie Mynhier, Loyd C.
Hamm, Harry L. Waltz,
Freelon
Conn,
Elmer
Hamilton, W.A. Caudill, W.J.
Sullivan, Robert Bishop, Earl
Murray,
Lowell
Murray,
Emmett
McClurg,
Louis
Fields,
Melvin
Gibson,
Mitchell Brewer, Roy L.
Dehart,
Randy
Wells,
Goldman Forman, Woodford
Black, Allie Mannin, Carl
Brewer, Roy Templeman,
Bridges Johnson, J.C. Wells,
John Curtis, Charlie May,
Jack Lewis, Ray Moore,
Lindsay
Caudill,
Orville
White, Williams C. Ferguson,
Sam Lewis, Mrs. Vernon
Howard.
Razor said that three other
producers had signed up since
the original 125. These three
are: Arthur Lewis, Cecil
Owsley and Willie Kelsey.
In addition, 10 farmers
joined the program for less
than an acres. They are: Joe
Malbrain, Elmer Kinder, Clyde
Litton, Jesse Easterling, W.H.
Dehart,
First
Church,
Kenneth
Ellington,
Paul
Overstreet, Prichard Johnson
and D.S. Gregory.
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Dr. Jack Ellis
is a retired
Morehead
State
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director and
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Farming,
foo d and
the fa rmers
market
Farming, food
and farmers market
"I was hungry and you gave me .
meat." (Matthew 25:35)
Rowan County will celebrate
its 150th birthday in 2006. Agriculture and timber formed the basis of the county's economy for the
first 75 years.
In the early 1900s timber
formed the force. that drove th e
economy, but farming gradually
began to play a more dominant
role. In the 1920s, Morehead College had an Agriculture Department (Henry Haggan, chair);
Rowan County had an Agriculture
Agent (Charles Goff); the Rowan
County News had an agricultural
section (written by Charles Goff).
The county was actively promoting agriculture as one way to
economic development. They believed soil conservation, better
farming methods, promoting ·
purebred cattle, and improved
pastureland would help everyone.
County cream
station established
On May 1, 1928 County Agriculture Agent Charles Goff set up

Art Stewart photo
District dairy
farmers drink
their finished
product from a
glass 1/2-pt.
milk bottle,
1940s.

stream of farmers bringing from
the first cream st ation to stimulate milk product s and gave farm- one to 160 gallons of cream a day
ers a market for their cream. The to the cream station .
On one Saturday the local
first day only 12 gallons were
shipp~d by railway express to city cream station shipped 360 gallons
markets. By J uly 1929 the station that br ought farmers almost
$500. (One dollar then was worth
shipped 1,000 gallons in one
month bringing $1600 into the lo- about t en dollars of today's money.)
cal economy.
To separate cream from r aw
Soon there was a steady

milk the farmer had to have a
hand cranked cream separator. It
was hard to crank a nd was a slow
t edious process.
. Skimmed milk, sometimes
called "Blue J6hn", was the byproduct of the process and was
fed to the hogs. At that time no
one ever thought of drinking skim
milk.

Although Rowan did not have
the farmland that some of the
neighboring counties had, this
program helped improve farm
production through the introduction of purebred cattle, better forage crops for dairy cattle and

See FOOD, D-3
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Books About Local History & Heroes
by Jack D. Ellis
MAKE EXCELLENT GIFTS!!

,1

Kentucky.Memories: Reflections ofRowan County.
iS0 pp; 200 photos; c. 1005. $35.00 + $4.00 S&H

•

Morehead Memories: True Stories From Eastern
Kentucky. 592 pp; 100 photograp
. h,s; c. 2001.
.
$35.00 + $4.00 S&H

Patriots and Heroes: Eastern Ky. Soldiers of WWII.
412 PPj 8.5 photographs; c. 2003.
~35.00 + $4.00 S&H ·

.
l

. Alpha M. Hutchinson: The .Biography ofA Man ana
His Community. 160 pp; 65 photograplis, c. 2003.
$15.00 ,+$4.00 S&H
Signed copies from
,. . Jack D. Ellis
552.;\V. Sun Street, Morehead, KY 40351
.
(606) 784-7473

A:vailable·Jocally at the Coffee Tree Bookstore;
MSU Bookstore; FQlk Art Center; St. Claire Gift
Shop; Mustard Seed; Chris' Gifts
.
and Baldwin & Assoc.
Also Available From:
Jesse Stuart Foundation
164S Winchester Avenue
, P.0, Box 669
Ashland.KY 41105 .

FOOD

(606} 32~1667, (fax)325-2519

E-Mail: isf-ks.com
Website:JS · S.COM
Add $5.50 S&H

Continued from D-1

more effective use of farm
acreage.
Rowan County has an
area of 185,000 acres but
· only 48 percent considered
suitable for farming. Field
crops (tobacco, com, hog) accounted for a large percentage ofland usage, but livestock beef cattle, dairy cattle,
hogs and pigs utilized a signifi.cant portion of land usage.
k; late as 1966 the State
Agriculture Census reported
Rowan raised 1,528,000
pounds of tobacco. That year
the livestock inventory in- ,
eluded 1500 beef cattle and
calves, 1300 dairy cattle, and
5100 hogs and pigs. There
were no sheep or lambs reported, and no fruits, berries
or vegetables reported.

Backyard gardens galore
During the WW II years
(1941-1945) farmers were
urged to produce more fruits
and vegetables to help feed
those on the home front and
those in the military around
the world. During those

ABOVE: Rowan Community Cannery, circa
1940s.
LEFr: A young Tilmon
Jennings accepts the
blue ribbon for his prize
winning young bull from
county agent Adrian Razor during the 1950s.

Board of Trade provided the
following strict set of rules to
govern sales and maintenance market place:
1. Sales books will be provided by the Board and a duplicate itemized copy given to
the customer for each sale.
2. Each sales person is responsible for the tidiness of
their own market place.

es (1/2 bu.); apples (1/2 bu.);
plums (1/2 bu.); watermelons
(1 doz); cantaloup~s (1 doz);
grapes (1/2 bu.); lima beans
(1/2 bu.); turnips (1/2 bu.);
and greens (10 lb).
4. All other products
should be cleared with the
Board of Trade Committee
for being offered for sale.
In the 1940s Rowan's fer• ....
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Memories: Reflections of
Rowan County" and "Morehead Memories: True Stories
from Eastern Kentucky".
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Continued from D-1

more effective use of farm
acreage.
Rowan County has an
area of 185,000 acres but
only 48 percent considered
suitable for farming. Field
crops (tobacco, com, hog) accounted for a large percentage of land usage, but livestock beef cattle, dairy cattle,
hogs and pigs utilized a ~ignificant portion ofland usage.
As late as 1966 the State
Agriculture Census reported
Rowan raised 1,528,000
pounds of tobacco. That year
the livestock inventory in- •
eluded 1500 beef cattle and
calves, 1300 dairy cattle, and
5100 hogs and pigs. Then~
were no sheep or lambs reported, and no fruits, berries
or vegetables reported.

Backyard gardens galore
During the WW II years
(1941-1945) farmers were
urged to produce more fruits
and vegetables to help feed
those on the home front and
those in the military around
·the world. During those
years not just farmers but
backyard gardeners planted
fruit and vegetables to help
feed themselves, their neigh~
hors and the military.

Community
farmers market
· On July15, 1943, the
Morehead Board of Trade
sponsored what was called a
Board of the
"Community Market,".rather
than farmers market because
backyard gardeners were
selling produce. It was the
forerunner of today's Farmers Market and was located
on the grounds of the Morehead Public School (where today's Board of Education
Building is located at the corner of Second street and Tippett Avenue).
The Community Market
was open from 8 a.m. to noon
on Thursday and Saturday.
It was designed to give farmers and backyard gardeners
a wholesale outlet for their.
produce and to provide local
citizens a place to purchase
fruits and vegetables in
wholesale lots.
Strict rules established
The Community j.\iarket
was altogether a new undertaking in Rowan County. The

ABOVE: Rowan Community Cannery, circa
19408.

LEFT: A young Tilmon
Jennings accepts the
blue ribbon for his prize
winning young bull from
county agent Adrian Razor during the 1950s.

Board of Trade provided the
following strict set of rules to
govern sales and maintenance market place:
1. Sales books will be provided by the Board and a duplicate itemized copy given to
the customer for each sale.
2. Each sales person is responsible for the tidiness of
their own niarket place.
Garbage cans and trash baskets will be provided and
rubbish will not be tolerated.
(There was no garbage pick
up at that tii:ne.)
3. Minimum sales
amounts are established for
fruits and vegetables in
.
wholesale lots for the following products: beans (1/2 bu.);
tomatoes (1/2 bu.); blackberries (1 gal); potatoes and
sweet potatoes (1/2 bu.); cabbage (25 lb.); com (1 doz.); cucumbers (1/2 bu.); onions (1/2
bu.); carrots (1 doz. bunches);
beets (1 doz. bunches); peach-

!

es (1/2 bu.); apples (1/2 bu.);
plums (1/2 bu.); watermelons
(1 doz); cantalou~ (1 doz);
grapes (1/2 bu.); lima beans
(1/2 bu.); turnips (1/2 bu.);
and greens (10 lb).
4. All other products
should be cleared with the
Board of Trade Committee
for being offered for sale.
In the 1940s Rowan's fertile farmland did much to
produce food for the home
front and the war front. Only
a few weeks after the Community Market opened, a
cannery opened on East U.S.
60.
.
The purpose of the
nery was to supplement
home canning in the preservation of food.
It allowed those who grew
the fruits and vegetables to
preserve them for longer periods of time . .
Read more about Rowan liistory in Jack Ellis' "Kentucky

can-

Memories: Reflections of
Rowan County" and "Morehead Memories: True Stories
from Eastern Kentucky".

About the Author
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E~rly Be~lnnlngs
r ■ In the mid 1ij50s an
attempt was made to intro\ ducetsheep in Rowan County
<as a cash crop.
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Ad rian Razor: Friendly Fa r m Agent II
By JACK D. ELLIS
Special to The Morehead News

''You shall eat of the fat of
the land" (Genesis 1:9).
In 1954, Mr. Razor encouraged farmers to plant strawberries as a new cash crop in
Rowan County. An extension
specialist in strawberries was
brought in and a Farmers
Cooperative
Group
was
formed.
There were more than 125
acres of strawberries planted
in Rowan County, and when
they became ready for market,
the farmers brought the fresh
berries to Morehead twice a
week. They were sold to the
cooperative and trucked to
Lexington and Cincinnati.
Growing strawberries
labor intensive
Morehead merchants even
encouraged the strawberry
project by giving each farmer a
coupon book with a $1 coupon
from each store ($56) to cover
the cost of the strawberry
plants for each farmer. But in
spite of the good results in
growing the plants and a ready ·
market for the crop, the project
was not successful because
there was not enough labor for
picking.
This writer's father and
myself were deeply involved in
that strawberry cooperative.
We planted an acre and found
just how labor intensive it was
(an acre of strawberries will
test your physical strength). As
the berries ripened we did not
have enough people to pick and
soon dropped the project.
Sheep growing
unsuccessful
In the mid 1950s an attempt
was made to introduce sheep

County agent Razor took this picture in 1956, w h en
Rowan was the first county to be declared free from brucellosis, a devastating disease in cattle.

Gmding strawberries for marketing at the Rowan County Cooperative, 1954.

In the 1950s, an attempt was made to introduce Rowan
Farmers to growing sheep. With the cooperation of

myseu were u eeµi y 111vuivcu u ,
that strawberry cooperative.
We planted an acre and found
just how labor intensive it was
(an acre of strawberries will
test your physical str ength). As
the berries ripened we did not
have enough people to pick and
soon dropped the project.
Sheep growing
unsuccessful
In the mid 1950s an attempt
was made to introduce sheep
in Rowan County as a cash
crop. More tha n 300 sh eep
were shipped in from Texas
and sold to local farmers . But
that program failed for three
reasons: (1) there were just too
many dogs running loose and
they would kill the sheep; (2) it
required specialized fences to
protect the animals; and (3 )
and local farmers didn't have
the time or desire to give the
special care needed for sheep .
In 1957 Kentucky made an
all out effort to eliminate brucellosis
from
the
Commonwealth. Brucellosis is
a highly contagious disease in
cattle th at causes cows to
abort. It can devastate a herd
of cattle and can cause humans
to develop undulant fever
by drinking milk from contaminated cows.
Since there was no veterinarian in Rowan County in
1957, Mr. Razor enlisted the
help of a veterinarian from the
Univer sity
of
Kentucky.
Togeth er, working with the
local farmers, Rowan became
the first county in Kentucky to
be declared a brucellosis free
county. There was only one
farmer in the county who
refused to cooperate but
Adria n enlisted the help of the
sheriff and they convinced him
it was to his best advantage to
cooper ate with the program .
Mr. Razor involved in
community
Adria n Razor was a quiet ,
soft spoken, gentle man, who
enjoyed fishing and playing
penny poker with his friends
on Friday nights . Members of
that group also included John
Bays , H erb Elam , "Curly"
Barker and Carl Sizemore.
They usually met in the
back room of the Big Store
after it closed. Owner "Curly"
Barker was the host, with a
different man providing the
food each night. But Adrian
was fond of eating s ardines out
of the can and always looked
forw ard to that delicacy more
than card playing.
Mr. Razor was one of

I

In the 1950s, an attempt was made to introduce Rowan
Farmers to growing sheep. With the cooperation of
Morehead State College, 65 sheep were place in two
experimental farms. Here Adrian Razor (right), and H.C.
Haggan (with hat) demonstrate sheep shearing.

Exte nsion agent Razor examines an acre of strawberry
plants on the farm of Willie Caudill, 1954.

Morehead's most community
minded citizen s. H e was
involved in so many different
organizations, clubs, committees and groups it would be
impossible to name them all.
Among them were: Past
president and .charter member
of the Lions Club, Past president
of Licking
Valley
Extension Agents, and Past
president
of
Kentucky
Extension Agents. Also a member of Northeast Gateway Fair
Board, Industrial Foundation
Boa rd, Unity Fund Board,
Personnel Foundation Board,
Cha mber of Commerce Board,
First Christian Church Board,
and Northeastern Kentucky
Hospital Board.
He also was a member of the
Rowan County Historical
Society and a member of the
Morehead Volunteer
Fire
Department for 27 years.
The friendly farm agent
made mor e of an impact on
Rowan County farming than
a nyone. He was dedicated to

his profession, committed to
his community and was a
leader by example.

Adrian Razor wrote a column in the Rowan County
News.
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More photos on C-9

Adrian Razor:Friendly Farm Agent ·
ing to local schools and clubs.
It was a busy time for the
young county agent.
In 1948 the young eligible
"He that tills the land shall
be satisfied with bread." bachelor spent much time
drinking coffee in
(Proverbs 12:11)
Bishops Drug Store. I don't
Adrian M. Razor was born think it was the coffee that
Jan. 2,1921 in Bath County, was the attraction because
Kentucky,
and
died
in there was an attractive pharMorehead Sept. 24, 1990. He macist behind the counter. One
was the son of Nora (Meyers) day he caught her behind the
and Daniel Boone Razor and cigarette counter and asked
had one brother Daniel Jr. and her for a date instead of a pack
one sister Jean. Adrian attend- of cigarettes. After a three year
ed the Bath County schools courtship, Adrian Razor marand
graduated
from ried Roberta Bishop and they
Sharpsburg High School in have two children, Robin and
1939. He attended the old Boone.
When the new county agent
Kentucky Wesleyan College in
began
in Rowan County in
Winchester and the University
1946,
his
primary focus
of Kentucky before volunteerwas
to
motivate
local farmers
ing for military service in WW
to
do
a
more
efficient
job of
II.
crop
production
and
Trained in mountain warlivestock management as well
fare
The young lad enlisted in as develop more specialty
Lexington on June 16, 1942. crops. In 1946 farmers were
Foll?wing basic training, getting about 600 pounds of
Adnan was assigned to the tobacco per acre. When he
Army Medical Corps and com- retired in 1980, they were getpleted training as a Medical ting 2,400 pounds per acre.
corn
production
Technician. Later he was Also,
improved
during
his
tenure
transferred to Ft. Collins,
Colorado, where he was from 25 bushels per acre to
trained in mountain warfare. over 100 bushels per acre. Of
The men skied instead of course Adrian gave credit to
marching. Adrian became an the many specialists for all of
expert skier and his family their help and advice and the
willingness of local farmers to
still has his old army skis.
work
hard and try new t ech Following his ski training,
niques.
the young sergeant was
In 1946 farmers were using
shipped to the Italian Alps in
about
100 t o 200 pounds of ferNorthern Italy, where he was
tilizer
per acre but by 1980
assigned to the U .S. Tenth
they
were
using 500 pounds
Mountain Division. He saw
per
acre
very
economically.
action in Northern Italy in the
Appenine Alps and the Po
Valley campaigns where he
"o~.-. od
tu,o
hl"onze
star

By JACK D. ELLIS

Special to The Morehead News

Adrian Razor, a member of
the tenth mountain division that served in the
Italian Alps during World
War II.
They were also
growing hybrid corn which
improved their yield. Also in
1946 it required four or five
acres of land to pasture one
cow. But by the time Adrian
retired , one acre could
sustain one cow because of the
new strains of grasses being
introduced and the
increased use of fertilizer and
lime.
In the 1940s when Mr.
Razor began his work in
Rowan County, there were
very few farms with electricity.
In order to get the farmers
organized, he scheduled meetings throughout the county in
many one-room schools and

Adrian Razor was Rowan
County's farm agent from
1946-1980.
those schools had no electricity. That presented a problem
when Adrian wanted to show a
16 mm sound film on new
farming techniques. But his
good friend Earl Young, the
engineer for Radio Station
WMOR, came to his rescue and
provided him with a gasoline
generator. Many times there
would be 50 or 60 people at
those meetings.
In 1951 snowy images were
just beginning to reach Rowan
County
from
WSAZ-TV
Huntington, West Virginia and
that year Adrian had an
important meeting scheduled
at the Poplar Grove School
near Elliottville. To get a good
crowd, he announced he had
plans to have a TV set up for
the meeting. His good friend
Earl Young set up a gasoline
generator, TV antenna and
brought a TV set. People
walked for miles across the
hills to see the new modem
- - -•~l

,../.'

tonbnolo_o-u
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marching. Adrian became an u ie 1nan y :,;peciau::;L::; 1ur au 0 1
lime.
expert skier and his family their h elp and advice and th e
In th e 1940s when Mr.
willingness
of
local
farmers
to
still has his old army skis.
Ra zor began h is work in
work
h
ard
and
try
new
t
echFollowing his ski training,
Rowan County, there were
t he young sergeant was niques.
very
few farms with electricity.
In 1946 farmers were using
shipped to the Italian Alps in
In order to get the farmers
about
100
to
200
pounds
of
ferNorthern Italy, where he was
organized, he scheduled meetassigned to the U .S. Tenth tilizer per acre but by 1980
ings through out the county in
they
were
using
500
pounds
Mountain Division. He saw
many on e-room schools and
action in Northern Italy in the per acre very econ omically.
Appenine Alps and the Po
Valley campaigns where he
earned two bronze star
medals. During those battles
he was often sent out on skis to
rescue downed airmen and
wounded soldiers.
Those of us who knew the
soft spoken slow moving
Adrian Razor cannot
imagine him flying down a
mountainside on a pair of skis.
But that was his training in
addition to his medical technology that enabled him to
help save the lives of wounded
men in the Italian Alps.
In the summertime Adrian
worked with many of the local
civilians who
would use sure small donkeys
to walk the narrow mountain
paths across the Alps transporting materials and equip- County agent _ Razor helps Farmers, KY greenhou se
ment. The local teamsters had owner Keith Mays sort out plants for sale - early 1960s.
great affection for their donkeys and took good care of
them . However occasionally p::: - ) I \ (t e: , one of their trusty donkeys
would fall over a precipice to
its death. · But when that happened the owner would scramble down the mountain to the
dead animal and skin it for
leather and cut it up for meat.
The young sergeant spent
three years in the Army during
WW II as a surgical and medical technician and was discharged at Camp Atterbury
Indiana in January, 1946.
'
1..1.1\.,.1.

Return to civilian life, job,
marriage
Following his discharge
Adrian returned to th~
University of Kentucky and
finished his last year at college. He came to Morehead as
the new County Extension
Agent in 1946 and began to
rapidly make a name for himself througho_u t the local farming community. That was at a
time most farmers worked
their land full time. He was
, kept busy visiting 150-200
farms each year. During his
visits, he would check farm
crops and animals for diseases
as well as dealing with insect
problems and erosion control.
While in the office he was busy
writing a newspaper column
talking on the radio and speak~

va...:,c;;u
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Huntington, West Virginia and
that year Adrian had an
important meeting scheduled
a t the Poplar Gr ove School
near Elliottville. To get a good
crowd, he announced h e h ad
plans to have a TV set up for
th e meeting. His good friend
Earl Young set up a gasoline
generator, TV ant enna and
brought a TV set. P eople
walked for miles across the
hills to see the new modem
marvel of t echnology. The
school was packed and it was
probably the first TV most of
the people had ever seen. The
people were delighted to see
snowy images and h ear voices
on the little 12 inch black and
white TV.

More next week
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Cattle judgi g contest in back of Rowan County Elementary School - 1950s.

:- Adrian Razor presents Tilmon Jennings with a ribbon for his prize bull - late 1940s.

Adrian Razor talks to a group of farmers in a one-room school in Rowan County - late
1940s. Professor H.C. Haggan, left front.
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